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In 1957 I portrayed the role of Tozzo in a currier revival
of Samuel .Beckett’s "waiting for Godot", as Tozzo, I delivered
the line "They give birth astride a grave, the light gleams an
irstant, then it’s night once more", hach performance I grew
more and more terrified to approach my final exit and to speak
those iopeless words. Arc yet I was exhilarated to play the
play, right up to my final exit.
Por two years this line lingered in my mind. Then I read
.Beckett ’ s "Endgame" and heard Hamm say "The end is in the begin-
ning and yet you go on". I recognized the respect due a man
who will live out his time fully^ all in recognizing its futil-
ity.
That is why I have wanted to produce "Endgame". It asks
the ultimate question concerning man’s life; it asks the ques-
tion with passion and without hedging, that is, without pro-
viding a bit of philosophical wishful-thinking designed to al-
lay man’s suffering and to serve as a temporary answer. The
play is honest, confused, ana magnificently real.
Mr. Beckett nas as well made his expression through pure
poetry: extraordinary rythm, wide verbal color, and very mov-
I
ing v'ora associations. It is these qualities of basic honesty
and realism and the poetry of his expression that will be fore-
most in my mind as I plan my production of "Bndgame".
Since I will be producing the play in a theatre permitting
a freer use of space than is usual (the Boston University the-
atre permits both traditional proscenium staging or any form
,
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of "central staging"), I have first examined the play from the
point of view of the audience’s relationship to the actors. I
find that the audience must oe permitted as little personal in-
volvement in the action of the play as is possible. Unless the
spectator remains detached the impact of the situation will oe-
come dissipated through pity and sentimentality, ine locus
must remain clinical throughout, irom this evolves my first
staging requirement: aesthetic distance.
As a matter of fact, my second staging requirement evo3.ves
from this same point. The locale ol "iindgame ' is completely
anonymous. It is a room with two windows high upon the walls,
with a kitchen and with several specified articles of furni-
ture. lMo other description is stated or inhered in the script,
hor is tn.e actiun ol the play located in either time or situa-
tion. nil remains anonymous.
Staging requirement number three is very clearly inferred
by the script: the four characters of the play are confined
together in a tight little space, inescapably. This "together-
ness" reaches terrifying proportions by the final curtain. The
bounds of this space somehow represent the terrifying bounds of
life. The must be clearly drawn and unbroken in definition.
Finally, I have recognized the play as completely realis-
tic, despite the several times when Beckett seems to have the
actors speak rather directly to the audience. The passion of
the play is very real and is being suffered personally by the
characters on stage. These characters are, in fact, well
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drawn personalities and are not mere puppets designed to pro-
pound the playwright’s ideas.
I have, therefore, four basic requirements to follow in
staging the play: (l) to maintain aesthetic distance (2) to
provide an anonymous locale (3) to create a tight and clearly
defined space (3) to stage realistically.
ny immediate thought is the operating-arena, where de-
tached spectators can view with unemotional calm the very grs at
est of drama: the struggle between life and death. Bathe the
arena in glaring clinical light so that the slightest movement
is apparent; the struggle will become brilliantly real. Bring
the interns close in and high up so that they become unobserved
observers, playing no part in the drama oelow. Anonymity of
locale, closely defined space, emotional detachment, realism of
expression, all -are easily discerned in the operating-arena.
This then will be my space.
Obviously, I have chosen an "in-the-round" staging, the
arena. Of course I will be blocked in my aim. Drawing my
audience in close and raising it to affect the operating-arena
will require considerable platform, more than is available.
I am also faced with a problem of my own making. I have de-
cided to bring Clov’ s kitchen on-stage, in full view of the
audience. This results in two defined acting areas, a very
poor situation in arena staging.
I will represent the kitchen on stage rather than simply
have Clov disappear into an off-stage kitchen^ in order to act
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out the intolerable '’togetherness' 1 which both Hamm and Clov are
so eager to break. Clov never really goes anywhere, as the
author very carefully notes at the end of the play. He prepares;
an exit, but he never makes it. This point contains the mean-
ing of the play as I intend to direct it: "The end is in the
beginning, and yet you go on". There is no exit, there is not
even five minutes’ respite. Clov must not exit into an off-
stage kitchen; he must suffer in full view of the audience.
Considerable experience in arena staging has taught me
that when an audience must peer across one acting area in order
to share in the action of a farther area, then an insufferable
barrier has been created. The kitchen must not separate any
segment of my audience from the more important area where Hamm
and the two ash-oins are discovered. i will therefore produce
"Endgame" in a three-quarter arena setting, placing the kitcuen
beyond the main acting area and raising it eight inches so that
Clov (who never sits, at any rate) will always be visible aoove
Hamm (who never stands, at any rate).
Thus, the audience will surround the action on only three
sides. And since it is impossible to move the audience in
close and up high, I will instead move the audience far back
(eight feet at least) and define the acting area with a ground
cloth. In this way, I hope to detach the audience without
making the players remote and losing the clinical view. This
is a poor second, however, to a recreation of the operating-
arena first imagined.
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It is unfortunate tx.at I must now consider the fact that
on opening night I must entrust my project to the lianas of a
group of actors. I could at oest, however, play only a single
one of the four roles. If I am to trust three actors, then I
may as well trust four actors and stay off stage entirely.
This will he the Oasis of my relationship with my actors: I will
entrust the creation of the roles to the individual actor so
long as that creation is in harmony with the other roles and
with our interpretation of the play as a whole.
This quality of collaooration between actor and director is
tne more important since 1 will be seeking realistic acting val-
ues. Were I producing a play of a more presentational nature,
or one of a more stylized theatricality, then I might exercise
a stronger influence in the creation of the individual role.
In the case of "Endgame", however, I will exercise as strong a
hands-off technique as is possible, still controling the direc-
tion of the whole play.
Two principles will limit this spirit of collaooration:
we will present the play as it is written, avoiding elaboration
and embroidery. We will also avoid philosophic discussions of
the play’s theme or meaning.
Through our first principle I hope to maintain Beckett’s
own economy of expression, vocal and physical. I have accepted
as a true dictum of the theatre that "economy breeds power".
In the same manner, whatever visual and vocal effect that es-
capes the actor, almost in spite of himself, will possess an
.
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honesty and truth far greater than that -possible vhen working
through theatrical eifect, through business designed to "er-
rich" the playwright’s words, './hile this might appear to be
ar indictment of ti:e ’hole ,ctor’s art, it is not at all so.
An actor need only enrich when the original material is thin.
I do not oonsider Beckett’s work thin. I consider it extra-
ordinarily rich in truth, and that too much interpretation
will merely hide and confuse this truth.
I have decided to refuse all discussion of the play’s
meaning until very late in rehearsal stage for two reasons.
My actors are all too young to approach this question with
humanity; they will rather intellectualize the play to death.
Tne play will die in a welter of abstractions. I will first
lead the actor to re-live the passion of the characters throug
action. Then, finally, we may be aole to synthesize our ex-
perience into a meaningful whole. But not before experienc-
ing the passion ourselves.
h
I hope to guide the actor gently into a character which
will make all other characters possible, as well as lead to
the conclusion of the play in a logical believable manner.
Actually, however, the creation should be almost entirely the
work of the actor. Of course, I may be forced to act as act-
ing coach on occasion, to see that a character is realized ai
all. This will oe a result of casting limitations and not my
plan as director.
Never, never, never will I give an actor a line reading.
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Insteac, i must. see to it that the actor understands and agrees
with me on the meaning of the line. Then the reaaing sought
for will come naturally and consistently. Too often have I, as
an actor, suffered in trying to recreate an exact intonation
that made sense only to the director. At any rate, I am much
better equipea as an actor to create line readings than is the
director. (In this case, the reverse is true).
In addition to working with the actor in rehearsal, I plan
several off-stage conferences with him as a means of economy of
time. Ideally, I would do all work in rehearsal, requiring all
actors to assist in the understanding of all actors’ actions,
since I am using student actors who have limited time to give
up to an acting project, I will try to conserve time by con-
fering off-stage and maintain rehearsal time for work on the
whole
•
Finally* I will make one giant imposition on my student
actors. I am completely out of sympathy with the studio of
actors which permits a cast of four to work through four weeks
of rehearsal all wrapped in individual batts of cotton *vool,
assuming that something wo no erful will happed in the ena to
draw them all together. Bach actor will give something
to the
others and to the whole effort at each rehearsal.
We will com-
municate at all times .
An extension of this imposition of acting technique will
be the requirement that the actor find the "cue for passion"
within his character. It is not rny aim to create the fear of
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drowning by imagining a cold shower. The deep mystery of "End-
game" will not be created by reference to the trivia of our day
to day lives.
The speech and movement patterns of this play are entirely
realistic, Heckett’s diction, however, is such that a word los
here or there will create confusion and the sense of non-sequi-
oor. lor this reason, I must cast my actors carefully and work
with them carefully that no word is lost in performance.
Movement will be of extreme importance on the part of tie
three imobile actors (Hamm, Hell and Nagg) . In no sense, how-
ever, is there a style of speech or movement involved. Standard
American diction and natural movement are the optimum.
Nor will there be a style expressed in the scenery. I
will produce in a modified arena, arrangement and scenery will
be minimum as concerns quantity. It will be focused heavily,
however (economy always is), and will reflect the mood of the
play without engaging in detail. The same is true of costume.
The same is true of lighting. As a matter of fact, I widi I
could produce the play in Shakespeare’ s Globe and say to hell
with it all. Mr. Seckett would fare far better. He has a
passion and all that is needed are two boards on which to dis-
play it.
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9oamuel .oeckett was Dorn in Dublin in 1906. He was fifty
years old when he wrote "Endgame", no longer a rebellious
youth. His first literary work had been published in 1930
( whoro scone . a long poem)
,
followed by a study of the life
and works of Marcel Proust, a collection of short stories
entitled "More Pricks than Kicks", a collection of poems
called "Echo’s Bones", a novel "Murphy", then a trilogy of
novels ("Molloy", Malone Dies", and the "Un-namable" ) , and
the enormously successful "V/aiting for Godot".
Both plays and the three novels of the trilogy were writ-
ten originally in French and then adapted oy Beckett himslf
into Englisn versions. Since "Endgame" he las written anothei
play, "^rap’^s Last Tape", as yet unproduced in America.
Beckett is usually characterized as a playwright of the
new theatre, which term should be, of course, placed in quo-
tation marks. Actually he is very new to the theatre, ^or
that matter, the French theatre has been turning out plays
of the nature of his since mid-nineteenth century. By this
nature I mean a seeming lack of dramatic unity, the rejection
of the Aristotilian theme.
It is not as playwright that Beckett has startled, out
as philosopher and thinker, as a moralist. That he has
chosen the grotesque as a vehicle of this morality is hardly
new. The Frencn were never, at any rate, very impressed with
Victoria.
X ha /e associated Beckett immediately with Lautreamont
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in his use of the grotesque as vehicle of beauty, the use of
laughter as a vehicle of solemnity. Lautreamont ’ s only com-
pleted work, "Les Chants ae Maldoror", dates from 1868. In
the closing lines of Chant IV of that work he groxv's quite
Beckettien in expressing at least one facet of his "ars poetics; ti
"
... il m’arrivera d’ enoncer, avec solennite, les
propositions les plus bouffonnes . . . ’. Je ne puis
m’enpecher de rire, me re'pondrez-vous
;
j * accepte
cette explication absurae, mais, alors, que ce soit
un rire melancholique. Riez, mais pleurez en rceine
temps. Bi vous ne pouvez pas pleurer par les yeux,
pleurez par la bouche. Rst-ce encore impossible,
urinez; mais, j’avertis qu’un liquiae quelconque
est ici necessaire, pour attenuer la secheresse que
porte, dans ses flancs, le rire...."
The surrealistic quality of Beckett’s plays is hard to
deny, surrealism being devoted to the "superior reality of
certain forms of association such as those found in dreams
and in the hallucinations of the insane... Surrealistic paint-
ing is often distinguished by meticulous detail and brushwork
intended to acrieve an uncanny illusion of reality in spite of
the deliberate incongruity in the choice and association of
the objects shown in the picture", (l)
Beckett lias sought to communicate to his audience some-
thing rather more intelligible to the feelings than to the
intellect, symbolism as well as surrealism. It must not be
forgotten that one of the great interests of Beckett's early
academic life was the work of Proust, who stated in "A la
Recherche du Temps Perdu" that all true art must strive to
"... retrouver, de ressaisir, de nous faire con-
naitre cette realite loin de lawuelle nous vivons,
de laauelle nous nous 6 cartons de plus en plus au
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nfur et a mesure que prend plus d’epaisseur et a' im-
permeabilite la connaissance conventionnelle que
nous lui substituons, cette realite’ que nous ris-
querions fort de mourir sans 1' avoir connue, et
qui est tout simplement notre vie, la vraie vie."
And indeed, neither "Endgame" nor "waiting for Godot" are to be
perceived by a"convent ional knowledge", the tool so usefull in
the perception of a realistic or naturalistic drama.
hut it is not merely in mode of expression and artistic
principle that Beckett has stemmed from the same source as
Proust; it is even more in the philosophical system revolving
around "... Time, that double-headed monster of damnation and
salvation." (2) Beckett has turned, with Proust, to Arthur
Shopenhauer, who did of course reinstruct them in the literary
technique of leaving something unsaid. "Everything must not be
given directly to the senses... and indeed the ultimate thing
must always oe left over for the fancy to do.... In art the
best of all is too spiritual to be given directly to the sense;;;
it must be born in the imagination of the beholder, although
begotten by the work of art." (3) More important to both
Beckett and Proust, however, were Shopenkauer ’ s hill thesis,
wherein Man is happy and at peace only when he denies his will
negates it and "wills not to will." (4)
I have been aided most in my work on "Endgame ‘ through a
study of Beckett ’ s study of Proust. While the work was done
some tv/enty-five years before he wrote this play, it obvious-
ly contains a valid statement of Beckett’s own artistic
bent
and philosophy, by which he is measuring and
analysing Proust.
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In some instances there is an almost startling relationship
between critical passages from "Proust" and dramatic passages
from the play "Endgame". "Tragedy is not concerned with jus-
tice... The tragic figure represents tie expiation of original
sin, of the original and eternal sin of him and all his ' soci
malorum'
,
the sin of having oeen born." (5) Compare this with
Clov's opening line, indeed the opening line of the play: "Fin-
ished, it’s finished, nearly finished, it must be nearly fin-
ished.... I can’t be punished any more." And with Hamm's line
to his father "Accursed progenitor
"
The death wish is not nearly so evident in "Endgame" as
the wish to negate birth, to finish the expiation and to enter
the "neant", the cotton-wool of eternity, of nihilism.
As with every Existent ionalist thinker from Kierkegaards
to Sartre, this philosophy being expressed in the will of man,
the philosophy is given a very personal expression in the pas-
sion of individual man. It is this quality of the personal
which makes either "Waiting for Godot" and "Endgame" a very
moving experience. Space may be abstracted, local-color may
be pre-empted, but there is no abstraction of either time,
man's soul, or his passion. These remain real and personal.
My greatest research in preparation for "Endgame" has bee ?
a re-reaairg of the .^ible, which I read in Moffat's re-transla*-
tion. .oeckett uses Juaeo-Christ ian images with extra-ordinary
frequency and each reference carries with it a wealth of emo-
tional color, often much more important to his meaning than
. , ;
- :
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' " 1
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the intellectual import of the religious reference.
Beckett can, of course, communicate his full meaning to an
audience totally ignorant of the philosophic, literary, and
ritualistic forces that moved him. Perhaps, too, the actor may
succeed in communicating the passion of the play without a
knowledge of these backgrounds. I think, however, that the
director of one of Leckett's plays had better go back to his
sources. Beckett was obviously not writing in a philosophic
void
.
(1) Guthrie, Raymond and Liller, George S. , "French Thought
and Literature since the Revolution", p.576, Karcourt,
Brace and Company, New York, 1^42.
(2) Beckett . Samu el , "Proust", p.l. Grove Press, New York,
1931.
(3) Shopenhauer, Arthur, "The World as Will and Idea" (1819
quoted from handall, John, "Readings in Philosophy",
p.248, Barnes and Noble, Inc., New York, 1946.
(4) Frost, S.E.jr., "Basic Teachings of the Great Philoso-
phers", p.104. Garden City Publishing Company, New York
1942.
(5) Beckett, Samuel, op . ci
i
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COSTUME PLOT
Hamm - dressing-gown: rich, deep colors in worn dirty velvet.
high rieck, closing beneath chin, reach-
ing to feet.
toque - a turban like hat, round with a peak, again
rich in color and fabric but old and
dirty.
lap-rug - heavy and somber, must give the impression
that it may contain all sorts of vermin
and certainly the stench of urine.
Clov - white cotton or linen suit, old and shapeless, perhaps
the linen coat and jacket worn by coun-
ter-men and kitchen-helpers, open neck,
slippers - old-fashioned, soft-soled night shoes, worn
and dirty, must cause a shuffling sound
as Clov moves.
boots - heavy old workmen’s shoes, dirty and scuffed.
must make a heavy noise as Clov moves.
Nell - nightgown - old and lacy, white, snapping close around
her neck, very delicate,
night hat - same nature as gown, delicate.
Nagg - nightgown - old-fashioned nightshirt, open .at neck,
lo^g sleeves, white
night hat - the long pointed type, with tassel on the
end. white.
MAKE-UP PLOT
Hamm - very red face, spade beard and sideburns, steel gray,
aged about fifty-five years, vigorous but heavily lined
hawk-like, should perhaps use mustache as well as oeard
Clov - very red face, aged about thirty years, draw eyebrows
together somewhat in brute aspect, few lines, he is
vigorous and strong, no oeard or mustache.
Nell - very white face, extreme age, bird-lixe quality, white
hair, prominent nose and eyes, heavily lined.
Nagg - same as Nell, somewhat more vigorous, more mobile face,
black out all teeth.
General - sirce play is produced in arena, all make-up must oe
subtle and realistic. highlighting and shadowing
rather than heavy lines. Stage lighting will be pre-
dominantly steel blue ( nO . 29)
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PHOP^iTY PLOT
Hamm’s chair - ornate and throne-like, on casters, with arms.
Lack must not be high enough to block kitchen.
Ash-bins - two wooden barrels, old and used, with lids hinged
on one side and with handles inside and out.
Knock out bottoms and place over holes in plat-
form. Size must accomodate actors.
Table - small (two feet square) undecorated table painted gray
or black. Neutral in aspect.
Sheets - two worn and grayish sheets, one to cover both barrels
(double) and one to cover Hamm (single).
Ladder - four foot step ladder, fixed so as not to fold. Dirty
wood, aged.
Handkerchief - blood-stained rag for lamm's "stancher". Stain
with red tempera. See cover of Grove Press
edition of "Endgame".
.black glasses - heavy round frames, painted onaaue clack on in-
side. Provide early in rehearsal.
whistle - for Hamm. A child's "police" whistle, preferably
black, tied to a string or ruoon long enough to
reach from Hamm’s neck to his lap as le is seaoecl
biscuit - any sort of hard soda cracker.
Telescope - of any nature, not too small. Must be dropped from
ladder. Telescope must be worthless, preferably
with no glass.
Clock - an old fashioned alarm with loud bell and no hands. It
should have bell atop the housing rather than
concealed
.
Gaff - a boating gaff with pike at one end. Must appear to be
a dangerous weapon.
Hat - for Clov’ s exit. Preferably a derby. Otherwise, any non-t
descript felt hat.
Coat - for Clov’ s exit. A somber, worn top-coat.
Umbrella - for Clov’ s exit, old and worn, black rolled umbrella
«
if possible.
Log - black and silky toy dog with one leg missing.
Plea-powder - a shaker type box, painted a neutral color, wit}
no lettering.
HOUND PLOT
The play calls for no sound or music effects. I will use
the traditional French signal for the opening of the play, "les
troie coups de Moliere", three sharp bangs backstage immediatel;
before the curtain.
The clock mentioned in the property plot will be operative
and will sound throughout the play. Both the time and alarm
mechanisms should be strong and loir!.
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Instruments used;
500 watt scoop (l) cantilevered out from permanent pipe
which wa s attached to ceiling, home-
made louver used to limit light to
acting area (round edge, soft edge),
used to blend areas 3 and 4 and to
highlight center spot (location of
Hamm 1 s chair.
150 watt birdseye (18) 2 were attached to permanent
pipe to highlight table area in
kitchen. 16 were attached to temp-
orary pipe on three pipe standards
and attached to permanent pipe.
Used PAR 38 flood lamps.
_ o . i-!l. 0 Ol 3 3
.
t. 8 r
'
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LIGHT PLOT (cort)
Instrument # area lamp
'
color accessory
1 1 Par 38 fl 80
2 1 " 150w 29
3 2r m 29
4 3r II 29
5 3r ti 29
6 4r it 29 stove pipe
7 3r II 29 II
8 4r II 29 II
9 3r II 80 II
10 41 ii 29 iiV
11 4r ii 80 II
12 31 ii 29 II
13 41 •i 80 II
14 31 II 80 II
15 41 ii 80 II
16 31 ii 30
17 31 II 80
18 21 II 80
scoop gen’ 1 500w mog
screw base
29 louver
17
Lighting was focused to achieve the smoothest possible
spread, completely even. This could not be achieved perfectly
with the small number of smaller instruments available. In re-
focusing, dead areas action-wise were sacrificed to more im-
portant areas, following the paths of action. This was a
sacrifice since the audience sees the lighted (or dark) floor
of all areas at all times.
Instruments were ganged at random on the six 1000 watt
transformer dimmers of a Powerstat Package. There v/ere no
light cues other than opening and closing the show. The
lighting areas pictured are entirely arbitrary and all areas
were lighted to the same brilliance at all times. The areas
pictured were more a means of controlling the direction of
focus of the instruments and to see that each area was amply
covered.
Loth the daylight blue and the chocolate worked well with
the only colors on stage; Hamm’s robe, toque, and lap-rug,
all in blues ana maroons.
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both the kitchen area and the ash-bins were raised six
inches. The ash-bin platform was cut-out below to provide
more foot-room for hell and Nagg.
backing the kitchen area was a three fold flat ten feet
high, painted a nondescript grey-white. Five feet high on
the wall was a shelf with clock, telescope, biscuits, etc.
The windows noted were mere frames suspended from the
ceiling, eight feet high at the bottom edge.
The outline of the acting area before the kitchen was
delineated by two lines of masking tape six inches apart.
Clov used imaginary entrances in and out of the kitchen
marked "ENT". Nothing delineated these entrances.
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STAGE MANAGER’ S PERFORMANCE LOG
Friday, Nov. 6, 1959
Curtain up: 8:05 p.m.
Curtain down : 9:55
Running time: one hour and fifty minutes
Comments: Well received performance. Iiamm was prompted
frequently but held character throughout. Too
much time was consumed in taking places in
black-out. Must rehearse. Audience two-third:
filled, approximately sixty people.
Monday, Nov, 9, 1959
Curtain up: 4:00 p.m.
Curtain down: 5:40
Running time: one hour and forty minutes
Comments: Colorless performance, very quiet audience.
No prompting needed. To avoid a long black-
out while taking places, the house was opened
only five minutes before curtain time, after
actors had already taken places. Effect was
good. Small audience at opening but grew
during first scene. Aproximately fifty people.
Monday, Nov 9, 1959
Curtain up: 8:55
Curtain down: 11:00
Running time: two hours and five minutes
Comments: Curtain was held for twenty-five minutes to
permit students working on major production to
attend performance. Unfortunate decision since
those who arrived on time were impatient when
curtain finally went up. Audeince was allowed
to be seated early and actors entered in olack-
out as originally planned. Audience warmed
immediately, particularly to the humorous line: .
Audience filled. Approximately one hundred.
Over-all comment: The operation of this show is quite simple:
two light cues, no sound cues, and a minimum of props.
All actors are on stage at all times. A careful check
of stage props before curtain anc attention to the final
light cue is all that the stage crew may attend to.
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DIRECTOR'S LOG
Mon. Oct 12 3:30 p.n. (Room 408 Admiral Building)
Held initial readings. Very few actors showed. Stage
Manager explained that I am a "new director. " Luckily
I need only a cast of four. Actors are all extraordi-
narily young. "Endgame" needs no youth.
Tues. Oct. 13. lu:00 a.m.
Conferred with Marilyn Dexheimer concerning staging
methods and scenery. Sketched general plan and pro-
mised to leave details in her hands. Suggested she
even think about totally different production scheme.
3:30 p.m. (Room 408)
Second readings. Again very few actors present. De-
pressing but not terrible. I can see several possibiliti
Checked each possibility for vocal flexibility and
ability to take direction.
es
Ved. Oct. 14. 11:00 a.iu.
Posted "call-back" notice for actors who seemed
possible.
3:30 p.m. (Room 408)
Final readings. Several new actors showed. Total
number of actors who auditioned iiS now twelve (in a
department of over two hundred students’.).
5:00 p.m.
Conferred with Stage Manager over casting. She (Judith
Abbott) is more familiar with their past work. Found
we agreed in most instances. Cast as follows:
Hamm Albert Sinkys
Clov Paul Cooper
Nagg Ivan Cu ry
Nell --- June Lev/m
5:30 p.m.
Posted cast list and first rehearsal call.
Thurs. Oct. 15. 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
First rehearsal. Set forth two basic principles for
rehearsal: no discussion of philosophic "theme"
(particularly with outsiders), and no elaboration upon
business demanded by playwright. Explained ground plan
and had actors walk through script immediately (pages
1-29). Clov himself adapted Beckett’s blocking to
the ground plan. General excitement. No discussion.
Fri. Oct. 16. 4: CO - 6:30 p.n ( .Ov m 408)
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Oct. 16. 4:00 - 6:30 p.ra. (Room 408)
Walk-through, pages 29-49, fifteen-minute break; then
pages 49-79, saving final pages until much later, in
order to avoid immediate anticipation of mood. Began
to explore meanings of words and references with actors.
Mon. Oct. 19. (Second week) 7:00 - 10:00 pm (Room 408)
Pages 1-24; 1-43: 27-43. Further exploration of
meanings of words and references. Actors are becoming
familiar with lines. First efforts of actors to force
a discussion of philosophic theme. Refusal. Proved my
point by asking a few pointed questions of actors con-
ce rning their lines. No answer. How can we understand
the whole without first understanding the aart?
Tues. Oct. 20. 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Walk- through page 27-end of play. Refining pattern of
Clov’ s movement. Intensive work with Hamm to achieve
atronger emotions (fury, terror, etc.), but with com-
plete control. Both actcr s are slowing down in their
progress, with some resulting depression. We need now
to move from mechanical run-through and minutiae
towards an understanding of the "actions" of the play.
Wed. Oct. 21. 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Study action s of Clov and Hamm in pages 1-5, and repeat.
Do same with Nagg and Nell with pages 14-23. Encouraged
actors toward personal study of their actions through-
out the play. Warned that we had not enough time for a
complete study in rehearsal. Necessity of homework.
Thurs. Oct 22. 1:00 p.m.
Conference with Clov fcr detailed study of his actions,
to aid him in setting a pattern of personal study
.
2:00 p.m.
Same conference with Hamm. Added study of symbols
revolving about Hamm (stancher, dog, whistle, gaff,
blindness, paralysis, "heart in head").
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Ran entire play. Nell and Nagg without scripts.
Running time: l-g- hours. Play will run lunger since we
are not using our pauses. Mr. Thommen was present at
rehearsal. Gave no notes to actors. Conferred with
Mr. Thommen for three hours after rehearsal (until 1:00
a.m. ) . Extraordinarily valuable session. He has aibilil
ty to excite my mind to investigate hidden qualities.
I cannot even imagine how he would direct the play. He
does not advance ideas, simply asks "un-loaded" ques-
tions in areas where he feels I am lax or unconscious.
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His most valuable question: how to use the enormous
number of "pauses" in the script. These are, of oourse,
readjustments of character. They are long or short or
medium, but they are pauses, and must be a part of the
movement of the play. I am extremely grateful for Mr.
Thommen’s aibility to excite me without guiding me.
The play will remain my expression.
Frii Oct. 23. 4:00 - 5:45 (Room 408)
Ran through pages 1-27, then pages 1-25 with no scripts.
Actcrrs very poor on lines. Lines very difficult to
memorize. I sympathize, but berate the actors, since
an even greater effort is required.
Mon. Oct. 26 (Third week) 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Ran pages 1-39 without scripts. Lines much better.
Designer Marilyn Dexheimer and light designer Richard
Van Deusen present at rehearsal. She see difficulty
of stage relationships with barrels upstage (behind and
right of Hamm) . We discuss means of improving ground
plan to allow clearer relationships. With actors I
begin discussions of backbone of the play: alternating
moments of game-playing (habit) and agony (conscious).
10:00 - 11:30 p.m.
Conference with Dexheimer (designer) and Van Deusen
(light designer) to re-design ground plan. We decide
to bring barrels downstage, which presents sight-line
problems. We explore means of combatting these latter
problems. Decision that we must place barrels down-
stage and find a way to avoid sight-line problems .( the
lesser evil, at any rate) . I am depressed to have
brought myself to a state of choosing the lesser evil
rather than the greater good.
Tues. Oct. 27 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Pages 1-39 (and repeat). Study of re-occurring lines,
study of title "Endgame" and the alternating games and
realities of the play. Spent considerable time re-
viewing with my cast the Aristotelian concept of quest -
passion - realization (or purpose - passion - perception^
We discover tie quest, we discover the "passion", we
cannot find the perception in either Hamm or Clov (or
in Punch and Judy)
.
Wed. Oct. 28 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408)
Page 1-39; page 14-39. Mr. Hirsch present to help both
in make-up design and in general concept of play. Dis-
cussed with Hamm his "needs," hi3 "desires." Re-ran
to page 50 without script, asking cast to play it for
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comedy. This is necessary since cast is growing so
grim. Had June Lewin quote criticism of Beckett which
characterized his as "comic genius."
Thursday, Oct. 29 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. (Room 408) Began to work
in "beats" for the first time, Found that most actors
were unclear as to what a beat actually is. After a
short explanation and defirirg of terms, all seemed to
understand. Worked intensively two short scenes: page
27-29 and page 29-81. Began to ask actors to attend to
a sense of rythm in the beats. This work in beats has
immediate results and excites the actors greatly.
1’riday, Oct. 80 4:00-6:00 p.m. (Room 408) Continued working in
beats, less intensively than last night, covering much
more ground, page 31 to final curtain.
7:00-11.00 p.m. Same as afternoon, page 1-50. Find act«?
ors much more able to analyze their own actions, even to
define the limits of their beats. Actors again feel the
power of self-control. I face into the background.
Monday, Nov. 2 (Third week) 4:00-6:00 p.m. (Lower Lobby) We
must rehearse here during afternoons this week so that
the technical crew will be able to work in Room 210.
In order to push my production through, I feel I must
work with the crew. They know so little about arena
set-up. My stage manager, Judy Abbot, will conduct aft-
ernoon rehearsals, planning simply to tighten up on
lines and to arrive at a feeling of security. Pages
48-84, the section I have rehearsed least.
7:00-11:00 p.m. (Room 210) Seating platforms and the
kitchen level are set-up. The whole area has a sense of
theatre. Still no barrels but all other props are in
use. Good prop crew'. I must settle the barrel business
myself. Gave play two run-throughs up to page 68. Line: i
were too weak after that point. Sought volumn level and
comfort within acting area.
Tuesday, Nov. 3 4:00-6:00 p.m. (Lower Lobby) Stage Manager
ran actors through page 65-84 twice, study of lines agaii
I worked in 210 with the crew. Picked up two large wooden
barrels this morning.
7:00-11:00 p.m. (Room 210) Ran entire play twice without
scripts. Light battons a ~e up with a few spots to give
sense of theatre. Good’. Worked for actor’s adjustments
at change of beats. Hamm’s lines still shaky.
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Wednesday, Nov, 4 4: 00-6*00p.m. (Lower Lobby) Stage Manager
ran play, seeking to speed up action, (Last. night’s re-
hearsal see*_eu enuiess.) I worked in Room 210 with crew.
7 : 00-11: 00p.m. (Room 210) Lights ^re up, focused and gel-
ed. Some re-focusing v/ill be necessary. Insufficient in-
struments for job. Rack wall is complete. -^11 props in
use. Rome things need painting and adjusting out all is
operative. Ran play in costume and make-up. Took expan-
sive notes on details and carefully avoided all longer
discussion. Actors are distracted by technical details.
Thank heavens I ran costume and make-up tonight
(
Thursday, Nov. 5 4; 00-6: 00p.m. ^ Lower Lobby) Stage Manager
ran play for still more speed. I worked with crew to push
through final details on lights and props. I should oe
with cast at this time, but this system is absolutely
necessary at this point.
7:00-ll:00p.m. (Room 210) Uninterrupted run-through (one
hour and forty-five minutes), then re-ran isolated spots
for business and blocking clarity. Good show. I feel
secure, as do actors. I only hope my audience is awake
and aware. A sleepy audience will find this deadly.
Friday, Nov. 6 4: 00-6: 00p.m. (Room 210) Run-through. No dis-
cussion. Rather colorless show, of course, but Hamm is
considerably more secure on lines.
7:30 (Student Lounge) Met with actors to read them my
statement of intention which will introduce the student
critique tonight (which they will not attend - the actors).
Statement revolves around non—«-ristot ilian aspect of show:
Lack of catharsis, passion without perception. Actors
are not really interested. They have a play to perform
not an idea to propoind. what a far cry from opening re-
hearsals! I feel very confident of actors with this atti-
tude.
8:05-9: 55P.M. (Room 210) Good performance of play. I am
pleased. Any weaknesses are my ov/n. Actors acheived all
we had worked on, and then some. Hamm needed frequent
prompting but maintained his character perfectly.
10: 10-11: 30p.m. (Room 210) Student critique of performanc
Conducted by Mr. Hirsh who v/as not taken in by my state-
ment of intention (which was itself intended to subtly
forestall any ouestions concerning my interpretation and
direction of the play. I hoped rather for criticism of
details. Mr, Hirsh boldly opened me up to the full attach
of the students. I got it! All major criticisms are
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noted under c orrjnents at student critique . Must note nere
Ted Hadj ipantazis ’ near angry comment that I had not "dir-
ected" the play but merely "staged" it. I am pleased to
hear this since this was my aim: to produce the play with-
out my "mark". There was, nevertheless, some discussion
whether I might not have "enriched" the play in production,
I began to shout my answer and had to be calmed by Mr.
Hirsh. Good critique but limited by an atmosphere of
attack and parry.
Saturday, Nov. 7 2:00-6:00; 7: 00-11: 00p.m. (Room 210) Run
through afternoon and evening to affect improvements suggeffc
ted by critique. Diction of actors, different vocal levels
and qualities for Hamm and Clov, Clov’ s movement. Atten-
tion to actions and words that were fuzzy in critique per-
formance. Mr. Hirsh aided in business of sheets at open-
ing of play. Much smoother and meaningful as ritual.
Sunday, Nov. 8 3:00-6:00; 8:00-ll:00p.m. (Room 210) Same pro
cess as yesterday. Amazing gain in clarity. Hamm very
secure on lines, actors growing cocksure with too many
compliments from outsice. 1 keep quiet. Monday afternoon
will snap them back. (The ordinary Tuesday matinee has
been moved to Monday afternoon with my approval, (to clear
Room 210 a day early for legitimate reasons).
Monday, Nov, 9 4: 00-5: 30p.m. (Room 210) Matinee performance
colorless, dull, drab. All changes have been effected and
performance is smooth as cotton-candy and about as satis-
fying. Actors sufier from a good opening performance and
too many compliments. Happily, they feel the full bore-
dom of the matinee audience and are back at work when the
curtain rings down.
5:30-7:30 p.m. Actors are brought in lunch and begin to
savor the pleasures of "two a day". -‘•hey have a chance to
go back immediately and do it right. Luckily, they are
all young and will not suffer too much from the fatigue
of the matinee performance.
8:30 p.m. Delayed performance twenty minutes so that crew
of major production ( "Kinderspiel" ) dov/nstairs in main
theatre will be free to see "Endgame". Many graduate stu-
dents involved in"Kinderspiel"
. Rad decision! Audience
is disgruntled at having to wait. Show must open before a
mildly hostile house. Also, since audience got into hall
e-irly we must take places during black-out and not before
house is opened (one of improvements effected after cri-
n*ue.)' Good performance1
,
much clarity, but missed the
inspifcati onal brilliance of opening night. This is not
necessary. why does it happen?
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11:15-12:40 p.m. (Faculty Lounge) Faculty Critiwue with
actors, stage manager, and myself. Faculty spoke with
each actor in turn concerning acting values and how they
did or did not achieve them. Actors left and I was faced
with the faculty. General ctiticism: needed more re-
search and preparation. Received lists of questions to
be dealt with in "production essay", .adjourned to neigh-
boring cafe for tea.
NOTE: Wednesday, Nov. 28 7:00 p.m. rehearsal at Admiral
-Building u^oom 410) Rehearsal attended by Mr. Hirsh, to
discuss make-up requirements of play. Had conference with
Mr. Hirsh after rehearsal to discuss need for variety in
the performances (light-dark), and particularly to dis-
cuss the "play-acting" of Hamm. Tremendous insight into
Hamm.
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COMMENTS AT STUDENT CRITIQUE, PRI. NOV. 6, 1959
Aspect of play too neat and clean: floor of acting area, cos-
tumes, Hamm's beard, painting of kitchen wall.
Clov must bend from waist in picking up objects, rather than
stooping, which approximates a sitting position.
General curiosity as to the actual locale of play; Questioned
abstract locale of setting.
Questionned low-keyed performance and lack of "enriching" bus-
iness: too great economy of movement. (I disagree'.)
Question: »<ould staging be different in subsequent production?
(My answer: Yes'. Problem of ash-cans must be solved.)
General dissatisfaction that actors experienced no "perception"
in answer to their quest. My goal exactly: discomfort.
Should there be an essential change in the characters in the
middle of the play? (Yes, but very near the end. It is
a negation of the will to escape, to end.)
Why was there no more attention paid to the death of Hell?
How did I use the symbols in the play (ladder, ash-cans, tele-
scope, etc.)? (I didn't use them. They are a direct com-
munication between author and audience. With any focus
they loose their power and become obvious and inane.)
Were the long silences in the play mere pauses or readjustments
of character? (Readjustments: considerat ion, acceptance,
rejection, evaluation, decision.)
Hamm's feet showing beneath rug were distracting.
Never felt sense of plodding movement of Clov. Is this a lim-
itation of arena ? (No, it is a point which must be
corrected in rehearsal.)
Clov must not appear to look through imaginary wall.
Performance took cue from what is said rather than from action.
Several members of the audience again demand that more attention
be paid to actors' business. (I recognize in these voices
student actors who need must act , who decry the lack of
technique. Poor play-wright, he goes forgotten.
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Nervous quality of Hamm’s speech is contagious. Clov picks it
up. This results in Clov’ s voice going against the quality
of his movement and his action. (Must oe corrected in
further rehearsal.)
Need for better articulation on part of all actors. Many words
and entire lines were lost in muffled diction.
GENERAL COMMENT ON STUDENT CRITIQUE
Students were vociferously for and against the interpretation
and performance. An honest effort was made to avoid ary
evaluation of my interpration of the play literarily and phil-
osophically. Most general criticism revolved around ti e ex-
treme economy of action and vocal effect. On the other hand,
few students felt any monotony in the result. They merely
asked for an enrichment of the action. I feel this is a re-
sult of their training and the nature of the theatre to which
they have been suojected during the past twenty-five years.
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FACULTY COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION
Give more attention to opening ritual of ladder, windows and
sheets. Define action more clearly. Too much detail in
removal of sheets. Dissipates interest.
‘•ork on music of actors’ voices: achieve different vocal levels
and rythms for Hamm and Clov. Attend to builds and de-
crescendos.
Hamm’s long speech too jerky and lacking in bass tones. (re-
sult of actor's insecurity on lines and nervousness.)
Actors glide over too many visual images of beauty and grotesqu
as in "sails of herring fleet", etc.
Too many significant lines thrown away with poor diction. They
are perhaps "throw-away" lines but they must be heard and
sometimes even focused.
What is the nature of the play: emotions, or ideas, or personi-
fications of humanity?
"What’s the matter with your feet?" Should there not be a re-
adjustment of Ciov’s manner of walking as well as boots?
How can you use the ladcers better for acting values? (Rehearse
The final moment of the play must build in significance even if
the rythm dies down.
Hamm’s "stancher" must be bloodier.
Define more clearly the kitchen entrances and exits.
SUMMARY OF FACULTY COMMENTS
Faculty advisors were concerned more with details of effecting
my original objectives. The use of voice seemed to be our
greatest weakness: color and diction. They asked more effect-
ive use of acting areas and levels (without loading the action
with business.) I was questioned closely on the matter of
my stated unwillingness to "sugar-coat the play and make it
more palatable for the audience".
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FACULTY CRITIQUE NOV. 9, 1959
Noted general improvement in actors’ diction and comprehension
of action. Notea as weu a drop in spontaneous excitement
generated in performance.
Hamm-Clov relationship much clearer and well controlled.
Hamm - much more authority but still lacks controlling disci
plme,
Clov - listening more to authority of Hamm. otill does not
seem familiar with objects he is handling. Made aud-
ience much more aware of physical despair. Became
more relaxed (as actor) as play progressed.
Nell - variety of color and good sense of rythm. Broke thru
character, however, on occasion.
Nagg - more delicacy of thought, more in the play. Better
articulation. Broke character at story, however.
COMMENTS TO DIRECTOR
If you had it to do over again, would you do it? Under the
same conditions? (Gentle suggestion to review my staging
and use of space.)
If you had to cut twenty minutes from the runnirg time of the
play, how would you do it? would it hurt the play?
What is the philosophy of the play? How ooes it relate to
esisting systems of philosophy?
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DiracTOR' a evaluation
Ky choice of "Endgame" as a graduate thesis production was
a very happy one. Apart from the personal stimulation that I
experienced from the play, it was a happy choice in more practi-r
cal matters.
Since the cast was rather small, four characters, I was in
no wise at the mercy of actor "supply and demand". Hy actors
were never involved with another dramatic production and were
thus prepared to devote full time and thought to this production
where it became necessary to oecone an "acting teacher" in addi-
tion to director, I had a small number of pupils to work over
and could hope for gratifyirg results. Actually, with such a
small cast, I achieved a cast wl ich required out little teach-
ing and I was able to concentrate on direction.
"Endgame" depends on an absolute minimum of lighting and
sound and other special effects. The bulk of the show rests on
the shoulders of actor and director. Here, again, I was free
of the distracting stage effects so freouent in modern drama.
I was free to concentrate on the actor and his character.
Perhaps the greatest advantage I received from directing
this particular play as a thesis production was the integration
it effected on my entire cultural background: theatre, linguis-
tics, literature, philosophy, psychology. More than at any
other time in my life, I felt vividly the function of theatre
as an integration of all the arts and of all of man's knowledge
of himself. Too many popular drawing-room comedies during the
past ten years had hidden from me this function of integration.
Finally, "Endgame" was a happy choice because it was ex-
tremely difficult and my success, in any final analysis, could
only be relative. Mistakes in judgement and in execution were
inevitable, and from these mistakes I learned much more than
from the matters in which I acheived a measure of success.
Under these conditions my thesis production served a dual
purpose: it was a test of my knowledge as a directing student
and it was a very effective synthesis of all that I have learn-
ed as a directing student.
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3? IHAL HINDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS
Audience reaction to this production of "Endgame" was at
least loud and strong. The economy of business and theatrical-
ity and the measured pace the play moved i^all were effective
in acheivirg my initial goal: to make the spectator share vivid
ly in the despair, torture and passion of the characters or
stage. Confronted oy long moments of silence, accentuated oy
the loud ticking of a faceless clock, the audience oegan to wis Ifi
the torture to be over. And yet no spectator felt the play was
too long or that interest lagged at any point.
I have realized, of course, that I gave the play only one
of several possible interpretations. Were I to do the play
again, I think that I might choose a direction diametrically
opposite to the one I followed. I would make of life and man’s
suffering a. horrible joke by producing the whole thing as a
macabre Punch and Judy show. I would make the audience scream,
"Surely we are of more consequence than this’."
This second interpretation would, I feel, ue far more
satisfying to an audience, particularly an audience of theatre
folk, as was my audience at boston University. It would demand
more theatricality, more busiress, more dramatic orilliance.
It would move at a quickening pace and would leave everyone
satisfied with a "job well done".
Only one element would be missing in such a production:
the sense that the world is running down, that this "something"
will never end. There is no answer and we will continue foreve
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with no hope for an answer. And yet we will continue, lor this
reason, I prefer my original interpretation as more powerful in
awakening in an audience the meaning of "Endgame".
I am particularly insistent that this play must consume
time and that it be very ever in its rythm, ebbing and flowing
rather than reaching climax in brilliance.
Were 1 to redo the production, I would most certainly cor-
rect one major fault of staging: arena staging occasioned very
poor sight lines in relation to the two ash-bins. Either Hell
or Hagg were not visiole to some portion of the audience at all
times. The ash-oins also hid from view some of the business
concerning the black dog.
This matter could best be corrected by either placing the
barrels nearer the kitchen area or by raising the front row of
the audience. The actors must, also, be trained in the simple
arena technique of suotly swaying during a static scene, thus
opening the face to a new portion of the audience, even without
changing the position of his body.
Several spectators, conscious of the length of the one-act
play, have asked if it would oe possiole to cut out, say,
twenty minutes of running time without hurting the production,
1 think this can oe done but only with extremely experienced
actors. The audience must either actually experience the pas-
sage of tiiue, or they must be made to seem to experience it.
An experienced actor can, of course, make one minute appear to
be ten. I could not achieve this effect with undergraduate
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actors. And, of course, the play might be given a more oril-
liant and speeded-up production described earlier. In this
case, however, the interpretation of the play is changes ard
,
in my opinion, the play is weakened. The question is academic,
at any rate, Beckett's plays were written for those willing to
wait and suffer with the actors living the passion on stage.
I would not make it easier on the spectator -^nd that is the
only good that would result from speeding the play.
home have asked if the piay might not oe cut without suf-
fering. nationally it would not suffer at all since there is
so much repetition and there is so much present that dees not
push the "action" of the play forward. Cutting would, however,
destroy the rythm of the play and weaken the impact of the suf-
fering immeasurably. I would never cut. Were I required to
shorten the running time I would speed up the rythm.
This production of "Endgame" suffered particularly in two
areas. I feel that it should be given more rehearsal than the
average play. Lines are much more difficult to commit to
memory and they carry such deep associat ional overtones that
much more exploration is required than is usual. In addition*
to creating his character, to discovering and playing his
action, the actor in "Endgame" must spend a great deal of time
in discovering the meaning of the very words of Beckett’s play.
Otherwise, he will be speaking gibberish.
I also feel that my production suffered from lack of pre-
paration in the philosophic background of the author and play.
.n - p
.
e
.
Circumstances forced me to undertake the direction of the play
without this preparation. It had to be added piecemeal during
rehearsal. Luckily, I have a modest background in modern French
literature and thought, including the Existent ionalists
,
having
studied for the doctorate in French Civilization. This work
was, however, done over ten years ago and a whole new theatre
has come alive since then. Beckett is not from the same bolt
of fabric as Sartre.
Finally, I have been asked whether I would choose to do
this plav over. I most certainly intend to do so. My reason
is not that I feel I could do it better a second time (as in-
deed I could) but that I cannot forget it until I have more
fully understood the play’s meaning. In this regard, I am
thinking as spectator more than as director. This play meant
most to me when I sat down with an audience to share in its
meaning.
:
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For Roger Blin
Endgame
A PLAY IN ONE ACT
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THE CHARACTERS:
NAGG
NELL
HAMM
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Bare interior.
Grey light.
Left and right back, high up, two small windows, curtains drawn.
Front right, a door. Hanging near door, its face to wall, a picture.
Front left, touching each other, covered with an old sheet, two ashbins.
Center, in an armchair on castors, covered with an old sheet, Hamm.
Motionless by the door, his eyes fixed on Hamm, Clov. Very red face.
Brief tableau.
‘
'
^ Cloy goes and, stands under window left. Stiff, staggering walk. He looks
up at window left. He turns and looks at window right. He goes and
stands under window right. He looks up at window right. He turns and
looks at window left. He goes out
,
comes back immediately with a small
step-ladder, carries it over and sets it down under window left, gets up
on it, draws back curtain. He gets down, takes six steps (for example)
towards window right, goes back for ladder, carries it-over and sets it -
down under window right, gets up on it, draws back curtain. He gets
down, takes three steps towards window left, goes back for ladder, carries
it over and sets it down under window left, gets up on it, looks out of
window. Brief laugh. He gets down, takes one step towards window
right, goes back for ladder, carries it over and sets it down under window
right, gets up on it, looks out of window. Brief laugh. He gets down,
goes with ladder towards ashbins, halts, turns, carries back ladder and
sets it down under window right, goes to ashbins, removes sheet covering
them, folds it over his arm. He raises one lid, stoops and looks into bin.
Brief laugh. He closes lid. Same with other bin. He goes, to Hamm, re-
moves sheet covering him, folds it over his arm. In a dressing-gown, a
stiff toque on his head, a large blood-stained handkerchief over his face,
a whistle hanging from his neck, a rug over his knees, thick socks on his
feet, Hamm seems to be asleep. Clov looks him over.. Brief laugh. He
goes to door, halts, turns towards auditorium.
CLOV (fixed gaze, tonelessly):
Finished, it’s finished, nearly finished, it must be nearly finished.
(Pause.)
Grain upon grain, one by one, and one day, suddenly, there’s
a heap, a little heap, the impossible heap.
(Pause.)
I can t be punished any more.
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(Pause.)
I’ll go now to my kitchen, ten feet by ten feet by ten feet* and
wait for him to whistle me. ccuw,-* . u{ '
(Pause.) Uc U)^li
Nice dimensions, nice proportions, I’ll lean on the table, and
look at the wall, and wait for him to whistle me.
(He remains a moment motionless, then goes out. He comes back
immediately
,
goes to window right, takes up the ladder and carries it
out. Pause. Hamm stirs. He yawns under the handkerchief. He removes
the handkerchief from his face. Very red face. Black glasses.)
‘ HAMM:
J-
\r
bT> Me-
(he yawns)
—to play.
(He holds the handkerchief spread out before him.)
Old stancher!
(He takes oft his glasses, wipes his eyes, his face, the glasses, puts
them on again, folds the handkerchief and puts it back neatly in the
breast-pocket of his dressing-gown. He clears his throat, joins the tips
of his fingers.)
. ]ptci—tkc, •sbwW
Can there be misery
—
(he yawns)
—loftier than mine? No doubt. Formerly. But now?
(Pause.)
My father? ” tu rt 1
(Pause.)
My mother?
(Pause.)
My . . . dog? /
(Pause.)
I <^6-kure 4©
Oh I am willing to believe they suffer as much as such crea-
tures can suffer. But does that mean their sufferings equal
mine? No doubt.^ torn. nr
(Pause.)
No, all is a
—
(he yawns)
—bsolute,
(proudly)
euW
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the bigger a man is the fuller he is. {ffhe \>ulU - )
(Pause. Gloomily.)
And the emptier. [ike- |eV-_ Jo^)
(He sniffs.)
Clov!
(Pause.)
, / \
No, alone. C AJous
.
-T cx^^- e. -
(Pause.)
What dreams! Those forests!
(Pause.)
Enough, it’s time it ended, in the shelter too.
(Pause.)
And yet I hesitate, I hesitate to ... to end. Yes, there it is, it’s
time it ended and yet I hesitate to— ' “
-r0 kc. -/*> be
t
(he yawns)
—to end.
(Yawns.)
. God, I’m tired, I’d be better off in bed.
(He whistles. Enter Clov immediately. He halts beside the chair.)
lr You pollute the airT CioL litter
(Pause.) D 5£KStV o(Lr. )* '
Get me ready, I’m going to bed.
CLOV:
I’ve just got you up.
HAMM:
And what of it?
CLOV:
I can’t be getting you up and putting you to bed every five
minutes, I have things to do.
(Pause.)
HAMM: ,
- ? ul
n »' ?
Did you ever see my eyes? co« vers carcn*.* 'r<lc ‘
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
Did you never have the curiosity, while I was sleeping, to take
off my glasses and look at my eyes?
[ioui
IVteij be-
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CLOV:
Pulling back the lids?
(Pause.)
No.
HAMM:
One of these days I’ll show them to you. C <**''&'*<* u -; >
(Pause.)
It seems they’ve gone all white. O^cU, tilbvuo
What time is it?
CLOV:
The same as usual.
HAMM (gesture towards window right):
Have you looked?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Well?
CLOV:
Zero.
HAMM:
It’d need to rain.
CLOV:
It won’t rain.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Apart from that, how do you feel?
CLOV:
I don’t complain.
HAMM:
You feel normal?
CLOV (irritably):
I tell you I don’t complain.
HAMM:
I feel a little queer.
(Pause.)
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CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Have you not had enough?
CLOV:
Yes!
(Pause.)
Of what?
HAMM:
Of this . . . this . . . thing. [ [
CLOV:
I always had.
(Pause.)
Not you?
HAMM (gloomily):
Then there’s no reason for it to change.
CLOV:
It may end. nope
(Pause.)
All life long the same questions, the same answers.
MM:
Get me ready.
(Clov does not move.)
Go and get the sheet.
(Clov does not move.)
Clov!
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
I’ll give you nothing more to eat. L -+1ircof
)
CLOV:
Then we’ll die. ( //*>]?& )
HAMM:
I’ll give you just enough to keep you from dying. You’ll be
hungry all the time. ( c <r- / )
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CLOV:
Then we won’t die.
(Pause.)
1 11 go and get the sheet.
(He goes towards the door.)
HAMM:
No!
(Clov halts.)
I’ll Sive you one biscuit per dav
(Pause.)
One and a half. ( -fo \~o ~~ UVC^
(Pause.)
o^
y d0 you stay with me? <:wLc *' x *»**« <r-«
>
Why do you keep me?
HAMM: rfa
There’s no one else.
CLOV:
There’s nowhere else.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
You’re leaving me all the same
CLOV:
1 m trying.
HAMM:
You don’t love me.
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
You loved me once.
CLOV:
Once!
HAMM:
l
(Pau™
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Haven’t I?
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CLOV:
It’s not that.
HAMM (shocked):r\JVLiVL [ n K ay.
I haven’t made you suffer too much? bo-i •
CLOV:
Yes!
HAMM (relieved):
Ah you gave me a fright!
(Pause. Coldly.)
Forgive me. {/dcMiss
(Pause. Louder.)
I said, Forgive me.
CLOV:
I heard you. C
(Pause.) -v r<-c»u/>r
Have you bled? ( \tcv-Wac.*- «, sV
)
HAMM:
Less.
(Pause.)
f| /\
Is it not time for my pain-killer? C**- FYo-ceL- ' uUwa*’-t )
CLOV:
No.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
How are your eyes?
CLOV:
Bad.
HAMM:
How are your legs?
CLOV:
Bad.
HAMM:
But you can move.
CLOV:
Yes.
(s'tudi&v\ i/i/v'lr*s(~ -— o. h-tcfC ?
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HAMM (violently):
Then move! (+W c*JIplp&r/)
(Clov goes to back wall, leans against.it with- his. Jorehead and hands.)
Where are you?
CLOV:
Here.
HAMM:
Come back!
(Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)
Where are you?
CLOV:
Here.
Why don’t you kill me?
CLOV:
I don’t know the combination of the cupboard.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Go and get two bicycle-wheels.
CLOV:
There are no more bicycle-wheels.
HAMM:
What have you done with your bicycle?
CLOV:
I never had a bicycle.
HAMM:
The thing is impossible.
CLOV:
When there were still bicycles I wept to have one. I crawled
at your feet. You told me to go to hell. Now there are none.
HAMM:
And your rounds? When you inspected my paupers. Always
Sometimes on horse.
(The lid of one of the bins lifts and the hands of Nagg appear, gripping
HAMM:
on foot?
CLOV:
;
1
*
8
1

the rim. Then his head emerges. Nightcap. Very white face. Nagg
yawns, then listens.)
I’ll leave you, I have things to do.
HAMM:
In your kitchen?
CLOV:
Yes.
Outside of here it’s death. (_ dA.Oe cartbdbj i
dottle
(Pause.)
l
n£ht ’ ^ ofl; -tv c«- iu H s)jt (Exit Clov. Pause.) < . i i
h We’re getting on. (_ j?|e&se<L 4o <4o<Ae, aosau^ ^
NAGG:
Me pap! £ !
!
'. J
C$r- -huv^- )
HAMM:
Accursed progenitor!
NAGG:
Me pap!
; i'U-iJ St
HAMM:
The old folks at home! No decency left! Guzzle, guzzle, that’s
all they think of.
(He whistles. Enter Clov. He halts beside the chair.)
Well! I thought you were leaving me. (^ecvuA^ hu*0
CLOV:
Oh not just yet, not just yet. (_ ±-ojua/J- huu. IoojcK)
NAGG:
Me pap!
HAMM:
Give him his pap.
CLOV:
There’s no more pap.
HAMM (to Nagg):
Do you hear that? There’s no more pap. You’ll never get any
more pap.
9
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NAGG:
I want me pap!
HAMM:
Give him a biscuit.
(Exit Clov.)
Accursed fornicator! How are your stumps?
NAGG:
Never mind me stumps.
(Enter Clov^yyith^iscuit.)
CLOV:
I’m back again, with the biscuit.
(He gives biscuitJo Nape who fingers it, sniffs it.)
NAGG (plaintively):
What is it?
CLOV:
Spratt’s medium.
NAGG (as before):
It’s hard! I can’t!
HAMM:
Bottle him!
(Clov pushes Nagg back into the bin, closes the lid.) \ - ux
- *
““““ 1
" 7 beu^<L e>* )CLOV (returning to his place beside the chair):
If agrUnrEnew! aewemLW J
HAMM:
Sit on him!
CLOV:
I can’t sit.
HAMM:
True. And I can’t stand.
CLOV:
So it is.
HAMM:
Every man his speciality.
-floe. qcwhl- l —
(Pause.)
No phone calls? 4u-we +/ies ' —
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(Pause.)
Don’t we laugh? cb <jw“- ?
CLOV (after reflection):
I don’t feel like it.
HAMM (after reflection):
Nor I.
(Pause.) Kioc* lAt. vhu.5-/-
Clov!
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Nature has forgotten us.
CLOV:
There’s no more nature.
HAMM:
No more nature! You exaggerate.
CLOV:
In the vicinity.
HAMM:
[sdlif lw*u )(^di t^ccaA-
LO-d)
H
t >
But we breathe, we change! We lose our hair, our teeth! Our
bloom! Our ideals!
CLOV:
Then she hasn’t forgotten us. 'd- w
HAMM:
But you say there is none. (\l\! H cau-drt- /
CLOV (sadly):
No one that ever lived ever thought so crooked as we.
HAMM:
We do what we can.
CLOV:
We shouldn’t.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
You’re a bit of all right, aren’t you?
K
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CLOV:
A smithereen.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
This is slow work.
(Pause.)
Is it not time for my pain-killer?
CLOV:
No.
(Pause.)
I’ll leave you, I have things to do. dc * o-r ^
HAMM:
In your kitchen?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
What, I’d like to know.
CLOV:
I look at the wall.
3\*LCC,4-
HAMM:
The wall! And what do you see on your wall? Mene, mene?
Naked bodies?
CLOV:
I see my light dying.
HAMM:
Your light dying! Listen to that! Well, it can die just as well
here, your light. Take a look at me and then come back and
tell me what you think of your light. C XL «.v* 4be (Cuu a )
(Pause.)
CLOV:
You shouldn’t speak to me like that.
(Pause.)
HAMM (coldly):
Forgive me. (^obk’sse
(Pause. Louder.)
I said, Forgive me.
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CLOV:
I heard you.
(The lid of Nagg’s bin lifts. His hands appear, gripping the rim. Then
his head emerges. In his mouth the biscuit. He listens.)
HAMM- "*
, ; ?
Did your seeds come up?
-f&
*vt>vV *
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
Did you scratch round them to see if they had sprouted?
CLOV:
They haven’t sprouted.
HAMM:
Perhaps it’s still too early.
CLOV:
If they were going to sprout they would have sprouted.
(Violently.)
ot They’ll never sprout!
(Pause. Nagg takes biscuit in his hand.)
~HAMM:
This is not much fun.
(Pause.)
But that’s always the way at the end of the day, isn’t it, Clov?
CLOV: tic frht-Q
Always.
HAMM:
It’s the end of the day like any other day, isn’t it, Clov?
CLOV:
Looks like it.
(Pause.)
HAMM (anguished):
What’s happening, what’s happening?
CLOV:
Something is taking its course.
(Pause.)
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HAMM:
All right, be off.
(He leans back in his chair, remains motionless. Clov does not move,
Leaves a great groaning sigh. Hamm sits up.)
I thought I told you to be of!7~"
CLOV:
I’m trying.
(He goes to door, halts.)
Ever siriceTwaTwhelped.
(Exit Clov.)
HAMM:
We’re getting on. f
(He leans back in his chair, remains motionless. Nagg knocks on the
lid of the other bin. Pause. He knocks harder. The lid lifts and the
hands of Nell appear, gripping the rim. Then her head emerges. Lace
cap. Very white face.)
-------
NELL:
What is it, my pet?
(Pause.)
Time for love?
NAGG:
Were you asleep?
NELL:
Oh no! (_ of co(jors& X )
NAGG:
Kiss me.
NELL:
We can’t.
NAGG:
Try.
(Their heads strain towards each other, fail to meet, fall apart again.)
NELL:
' /
d-
' )
Why this farce, day after day? ( UL^ -LM
(Pause.) ' <
NAGG: )
I’ve lost me tooth.
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NELL:
When?
NAGG:
I had it yesterday.
NELL (elegiac):
Ah yesterday!
(They turn painfully towards each other.)
NAGG:
Can you see me?
NELL:
Hardly. And you?
NAGG:
What?
NELL:
Can you see me?
NAGG:
Hardly.
NELL:
So much the better, so much the better.
NAGG:
Don’t say that.
(Pause.)
Our sight has failed.
NELL:
Yes.
(Pause. They turn away from each other.)
NAGOr- ~
Can you hear me?
NELL:
Yes. And you?
NAGG:
Yes.
(Pause.)
Our hearing hasn’t failed.
NELL:
Our what?
'
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NAGG:
Our hearing.
NELL:
No.
(Pause.)
.
/
\
Have you anything else to say to me? / // i. vi^r )
NAGG:
Do you remember
—
NO. ( CjJcdtLj -\-e> cu&txA- jxiltA. )
NAGG:
When we crashed on our tandem and lost our shanks.
(They laugh heartily.)
NELL:
It was in the Ardennes.
(They laugh less heartily.)
NAGG:
On the road to Sedan.
(They laugh still less heartily.)
Are you cold?
NELL:
Yes, perished. And you?
NAGG:
(Pause.)
I’m freezing.
(Pause.)
Do you want to go in?
NELL:
Yes.
NAGG:
Then go in.
(Nell does not move)
Why don’t you go in?
NELL:
I don’t know.
(Pause.)
JM.
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/NAGG:
Has he changed your sawdust? dev-' </n
NELL:
It isn’t sawdust.
(Pause. Wearily.)
Can you not be a little accurate, Nagg?
NAGG:
Your sand then. It’s not important.
NELL:
It is important.
(Pause.)
NAGG:
It was sawdust once.
NELL:
Once!
NAGG:
And now it’s sand.
(Pause.)
From the shore.
(Pause. Impatiently.)
Now it’s sand he fetches from the shore.
NELL:
Now it’s sand.
NAGG:
Has he changed yours?
NELL:
No.
NAGG:
Nnr mine.
NELL:
No.
r.
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(Pause.)
Of what?
NAGG:
Biscuit. I’ve kept you half.
(He looks at the biscuit. Proudly.)
Three quarters. For you. Here.
(He proffers the biscuit.)
No? /
(Pause.)
Do you not feel well?
HAMM (wearily):
Quiet, quiet, you’re keeping me awake.
(Pause.)
Talk softer.
(Pause.)
If I could sleep I might make love. I’d go into the woods. My
eyes would see . . . the sky, the earth. I’d run, run, they
wouldn’t catch me. /4* -Js^v bead)
(Pause.)
Nature!
(Pause.)
There’s something dripping in my head.
(Pause.)
A heart, a heart in my head.
(Pause.)
U-v\ UOLSJ
NAGG (soft):
Do you hear him? A heart in his head!
(He chuckles cautiously.)
NELL:
One mustn’t laugh at those things, Nagg. Why must you al-
ways laugh at them? scclAi^J
NAGG:
Not so loud!
$
NELL (without lowering her voice):
Nothing is funnier than unhappiness, I grant you that. But
—
NAGG (shocked):
Oh!
is '
lA
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NELL:
Yes, yes, it’s the most comical thing in the world. And we
laugh, we laugh, with a will, in the beginning. But it’s always
the same thing. Yes, it’s like the funny story we have heard
too often, we still find it funny, but we don’t laugh any more.
(Pause.)
Have you anything else to say to me?
NAGG:
No. C tyeevi'd)
NELL:
Are you quite sure?
(Pause.)
Then I’ll leave you.
NAGG:
Do you not want your biscuit?
(Pause.)
I’ll keep it for you.
(Pause.)
I thought you were going to leave me.
NELL:
I am going to leave you.
NAGG:
Could you give me a scratch before you go?
NELL:
No.
(Pause.)
Where?
NAGG:
In the back.
NELL:
No.
(Pause.)
Rub yourself against the rim.
NAGG:
It’s lower down. In the hollow.
19
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NELL:
What hollow?
NAGG:
The hollow!
(Pause.)
Could you not?
(Pause.)
Yesterday you scratched me there.
NELL (elegiac):
Ah yesterday!
NAGG:
Could you not?
(Pause.)
Would you like me to scratch you?
(Pause.)
Are you crying again?
NELL:
I was trying.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Perhaps it’s a little Vein.
(Pause.)
NAGG:
What was that he said?
NELL:
Perhaps it’s a little vein.
NAGG:
What does that mean?
(Pause.)
That means nothing.
(Pause.)
Will I tell you the story of the tailor?
NELL:
No.
(Pause.)
What for?
'O UbJ^> ^
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NAGG:
To cheer you up.
NELL:
It’s not funny.
NAGG:
It always made you laugh.
(Pause.)
The first time I thought you’d
NELL:
It was on Lake Como.
(Pause.)
One April afternoon.
(Pause.)
Can you believe it?
die.
cou^-^Ll'
a\j
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NAGG:
What?
NELL:
That we once went out rowing on Lake Como.
(Pause.)
One April afternoon.
NAGG: v
We had got engaged the day before.
NELL:
Engaged!
NAGG:
You were in such fits that we capsized. By rights we should
have been drowned.
NELL:
It was because I felt happy.
NAGG (indignant):
It was not, it was not, it was my story and nothing else. Happy!
Don’t you laugh at it still? Every time I tell it. Happy!
NELL:
It was deep, deep. And you could see down to the bottom.
So white. S9 dean. *J) 5
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NAGG:
Let me tell it again.
(Raconteur’s voice.)
An Englishman, needing a pair of striped trousers in a hurry
for the New Year festivities, goes to his tailor who takes his
measurements.
(Tailor’s voice.)
“That’s the lot, come back in four days, I’ll have it ready.”
Good. Four days later.
(Tailor’s voice.)
“So sorry, come back in a week, I’ve made a mess of the seat.”
Good, that’s all right, a neat seat can be very ticklish. A week
later.
(Taiior’s voice.)
“Frightfully sorry, come back in ten days, I’ve made a hash
of the crotch.” Good, can’t be helped, a snug crotch is always
a teaser. Ten days later.
(Tailor’s voice.)
“Dreadfully sorry, come back in a fortnight, I’ve made a balls
of the fly.” Good, at a pinch, a smart fly is a stiff proposition.
(Pause. Normal voice.)
I never told it worse.
(Pause. Gloomy.)
I tell this story worse and worse.
(Pause. Raconteur’s voice.)
Well, to make it short, the bluebells are blowing and he
ballockses the buttonholes.
(Customer’s voice.)
“God damn you to hell, Sir, no, it’s indecent, there are limits!
In six days, do you hear me, six days, God made the world.
Yes Sir, no less Sir, the WORLD! And you are not bloody
well capable of making me a pair of trousers in three months!”
(Tailor’s voice, scandalized.)
“But my dear Sir, my dear Sir, look
—
(disdainful gesture, disgustedly)
—at the world
—
(pause)
1
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JJt,
and look
—
(loving gesture, proudly
)
—at my TROUSERS!”
(Pause. He looks at Nell who has remained impassive, her eyes un-
seeing, breaks into a high forced laugh, cuts it short, pokes his head
towards Nell, launches his laugh again.)
HAMM:
.freas
—onence i
KO
(Nagg starts, cuts short his laugh.)
NELL:
You could see down to the bottom.
HAMM (exasperated):
Have you not finished? Will you never finish?
(With sudden fury.) /^ni ba/>'iC6r*\
Will this never finish?
(Nagg disappears into his bin, closes the lid behind him. Nell does
not move. Frenziedly.)
My kingdom for a nightman!
(He whistles. Enter Clov.) /*. .
Clear away this muck! Chuck it in the sea! (J^
(Clov goes to bins, halts.)
NELL:
So white.
HAMM:
What? What’s she blathering about?
(Clov stoops
,
takes Nell’s hand, feels her pulse.)
NELL (to Clov):
Desert! Kjp r
(Clov lets go her hand, pushes her back in the bin, closes the lid.)
CLOV (returning to his place beside the chair):
She has no pulse.
p-vttxcjw' VM-UtS iS-'— -
CLOV:
She told me to go away, into the desert.
HAMM:
Damn busybody! Is that all?
?hc>tc- Jb_Ay- C ^ '
HAMM: stacks O— CfteJcJpo W<- $or~Hd
What was she drivelling about?
/
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tCLOV:
No.
HAMM:
What else?
CLOV:
I didn’t understand.
HAMM:
Have you bottled her?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Are they both bottled?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Screw down the lids.
(Clov goes towards tfewylCJca- i To
HAMM:
Time enough.
(Clov halts.)
Give me my pain-killer.
CLOV:
It’s too soon.
(Pause.)
It’s too soon on top of your tonic, it wouldn’t act.
HAMM:
In the morning they brace you up and in the evening they
calm you down. Unless it’s the other way round.
(Pause.)
Time enough.
(Clov halts.)
My anger subsides, I’d like to pee.
CLOV (with alacrity):
I’ll go and get the catheter.
(He goes towards door.)
That old doctor,
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TCLOV:
He wasn’t old.
HAMM:
But he’s dead?
CLOV:
Naturally,
i (Pause.)
you ask me that?
(Pause.)
— HAMM:
Take me for a little turn.
(Clov goes behind the chair and pushes it forward.)
Not too fast!
(Clov pushes chair.)
Right rdundlhe world!
(Clov pushes chair.)
Hug the walls, then back to the center again.
(Clov pushes chair.)
I was right in the center, wasn’t I?
CLOV (pushing):
Yes.
HAMM:
We’d need a proper wheel-chair. With big wheels. Bicycle
wheels!
(Pause.)
Are you hugging?
CLOV (pushing):
Yes.
HAMM (groping for wall):
It’s a lie! Why do you lie to me?
CLOV (bearing closer to wall):
There! There!
\
_
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HAMM:
Stop!
(Clov stops chair close to back wall. Hamm lays his hand against wall.)
Old wall!
It j
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(Pause.)
Beyond is the . . . other hell.
(Pause. Violently.)
Closer! Closer! Up against!
CLOV:
Take away your hand.
(Hamm withdraws his hand. Clov rams chair against wall.)
There!
(Hamm leans towards wall, applies his ear to it.)
HAMM:
Do you hear?
(He strikes the wall with his knuckles.)
Do you hear? Hollow bricks!
(He strikes again.)
All that’s hollow!
(Pause. He straightens up. Violently.)
That’s enough. Back!
L.
Vui 4-^ /
CLOV:
We haven’t done the round.
HAMM:
Back to my place!
(Clov pushes chair.Mck.lo center.)
Is that my place?
CLOV:
Yes, that’s your place.
HAMM:
Am I right in the center?
CLOV:
I’ll measure it.
HAMM:
More or less! More or less!
CLOV (moving chair slightly)'.
There!
HAMM:
I’m more or less in the center?
-
— v
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CLOV:
I’d say so.
HAMM:
You’d say so! Put me right in the center!
CLOV:
I’ll go and get the tape.
HAMM:
Roughly! Roughly!
(Clov moves chair slightly.)
Bang in the center!
CLOV:
There!
(Pause.)
HAMM:
I feel a little too far to the left.
(Clov moves chair slightly.)
Now I feel a little too far to the right.
(Clov moves chair slightly.)
I feel a little too far forward.
(Clov moves chair slightly.)
Now I feel a little too far back.
(Clov moves chair slightly.)
Don’t stay there,
(i.e. behind the chair).
you give me’tlie shivers.
(Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)
CLOV:
If I could kill him I’d die happy.
Pause.)
HAMM:
What’s the weather like?
CLOV:
As usual.
HAMM:
Look at the earth.
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CLOV:
I’ve looked.
HAMM:
With the glass?
CLOV:
No need of the glass.
HAMM:
Look at it with the glass.
CLOV:
I’ll go and get the glass.
(Exit Clov
.)
HAMM:
No need of the glass!
(Enter Clov with telescope.)
clovr
I’m back again, with the glass.
(He goes to window right, looks up at it.)
I need the steps.
HAMM:
Why? Have you shrunk?
(Exit Clov with telescope.)
I don’t like that, I don’t like that.
(Enter Clov with ladder, but without telescope.)
CLOV:
I’m back again, with the steps.
(He sets down ladder under window right, gets up on it,, realizes he
has not the telescope, gets down.)
I need the glass.
(He goes towards door.)
HAMM (violently):
But you have the glass!
CLOV (halting, violently):
No, I haven’t the glass!
(Exit Clov .)
HAMM:
.
This is deadly.
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(Enter Clov with telescope. He goes towards ladder
.)
CLOV:
Things are livening up. U-
(He gets up on ladder, raises the telescope,Jets it fall.)
I did it on purpose.
(He pets down, picks up the telescope, tifrns it on auditorium.)
I see .. .a multitude. . . in transports ... of joy.
(Pause)
That’s what I call a magnifier.
(He lowers the telescope, turns towards
Well? Don’t we laugh?
HAMM (after reflection):
I don’t.
CLOV (after reflection):
Nor I.
(He gets up on ladder, turns the telescope on the without)
Let’s see.
(He looks, moving the telescope)
Zero . .
.
(he looks)
Hamm)
i
l
. . .
zero
. . .
(he looks)
. . . and zero.
HAMM:
Nothing stirs. All is
—
CLOV:
Zer
—
HAMM (violently):
Wait till you’re spoken to!
(Normal voice)
All is ... all is .. . all is what?
(Violently.)
All is what?
CLOV:
What all is? In a word? Is that what you want to know? Just
a moment.
r l-'j
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(He turns the telescope on the without, looks, lowers the telescope,
turns towards Hamm.)
Corpsed.
(Pause.)
Well? Content?
HAMM:
Look at the sea.
CLOV:
It’s the same.
HAMM:
Look at the ocean!
(Clov gets down, takes a few steps towards window left, goes back
for ladder, carries it over and sets it down under window left, gets
up on it, turns the telescope on the without, looks at length. He starts,
lowers the telescope., examines it, turns it again on the without.)
CLOV:
Never seen anything like that!
HAMM (anxious):
What? A sail? A fin? Smoke?
CLOV (looking):
The light is sunk.
HAMM (relieved):
Pah! We all knew that.
CLOV (looking):
There was a bit left.
HAMM:
The base.
CLOV (looking):
Yes.
HAMM:
And now?
CLOV (looking):
All gone.
HAMM:
No gulls?
30
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CLOV (looking):
Gulls!
HAMM:
And the horizon? Nothing on the horizon?
CLOV (lowering the telescope, turning towards Hamm, exasperated).
What in God’s name could there be on the horizon?
(Pause.)
HAMM:
The waves, how are the waves?
CLOV:
The waves?
(He turns the telescope on the waves.)
Lead.
HAMM:
And the sun?
CLOV (looking):
Zero.
HAMM:
But it should be sinking. Look again.
CLOV (looking):
Damn the sun.
HAMM:
Is it night already then?
CLOV (looking):
No.
HAMM:
Then what is it?
CLOV (looking):
Gray.
(Lowering the telescope, turning towards Hamm, louder.)
Gray!
(Pause. Still louder.)
(Pause. He gets dOWJL..^SMSdches Hamm from behind, whispers in
his ear.)
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HAMM (starting):
Gray! Did I hear you say gray/
CLOV:
,
.
Light black. From pole to pole.
HAMM:
You exaggerate.
(Pause.)
,
.
Don’t stay there, you give me the
shivers.
(Cloy returns to his place beside the
chair.)
CLOV:
c . ^
Why this farce, day after day /
HAMM:
Routine. One never knows.
Last night I saw inside my breast. There
was a big sore.
CLOV:
Pah! You saw your heart.
HAMM:
No, it was living.
(Pause. Anquished.)
Clov!
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
What’s happening?
CLOV:
Something is taking its course.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Clov!
CLOV (impatiently):
What is it?
HAMM:
We’re not beginning to ... to .
mean something?
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CLOV:
Mean something! You and I, mean something!
(Brief laugh.)
Ah that’s a good one!
HAMM:
I wonder.
(Pause.)
Imagine if a rational being came back to earth, wouldn’t he
be liable to get ideas into his head if he observed us long
enough.
(Voice of rational being.)
Ah, good, now I see what it is, yes, now I understand what
they’re at!
(Clov starts, drops the telescope and begins to scratch his belly with
both hands. Normal voice.)
And without going so far as that, we ourselves . . .
(with emotion)
... we ourselves ... at certain moments . . .
(Vehemently.)
To think perhaps it won’t all have been for nothing!
CLOV (anguished, scratching himself):
I have a flea!
HAMM:
A flea! Are there still fleas?
CLOV:
On me there’s one.
(Scratching.)
Unless it’s a crablouse.
HAMM (very perturbed)’.
But humanity might start from there all over again! Catch
him, for the love of God!
CLOV:
I’ll go and get the powder.
(Exit Clov. )
HAMM:
A flea! This is awful! What a day!
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(Enter Clov with a sprinkling-tin.)
CLOV:
I’m back again, with the insecticide.
HAMM:
Let him have it!
(Clov loosens the top of his trousers, pulls it forward and shakes pow-
der into the aperture. He stoops, looks, waits, starts, frenziedly shakes
more powder, stoops, looks, waits.)
CLOV:
The bastard!
HAMM:
Did you get him?
CLOV:
Looks like it.
(He drops the tin and adjusts his trousers.)
Unless he’s laying doggo.
HAMM:
Laying! Lying you mean. Unless he’s lying doggo.
CLOV:
Ah? One says lying? One doesn’t say laying?
HAMM:
Use your head, can’t you. If he was laying we’d be bitched.
CLOV:
Ah.
(Pause.)
What about that pee?
HAMM:
I’m having it.
CLOV:
Ah that’s the spirit, that’s the spirit!
(Pause.)
HAMM (with ardour):
Let’s go from here, the two of us! South! You can make a
raft and the currents will carry us away, far away, to other
. . . mammals!
34 Vi

CLOV:
God forbid!
HAMM:
Alone, I’ll embark alone! Get working on that raft immedi-
ately. Tomorrow I’ll be gone for ever.
I’ll start straight away.
HAMM:
Wait! r
.
(CloxJwLts.) \
Will there be sharks, do you think?
CLOV: _
.
Sharks? I don’t know. If there are there will be. j c
(He goes towards dogr.) C ‘
HAMM:
Wait!
(CIqv holtf.)
Is it not yet time for my pain-killer?
CLOV (violently):
No!
(He goes towards door.)
HAMM:
Wait!
(Clov halts.)
How'*are*your eyes?
CLOV:
Bad.
HAMM:
But you can see.
CLOV:
All I want.
HAMM:
How are your legs?
CLOV:
Bad.
35
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HAMM:
But you can walk.
CLOV:
I come . . . and go.
HAMM:
In my house.
(Pause. With prophetic relish.)
One day you’ll be blind, like me. You’ll be sitting there, a
speck in the void, in the dark, for ever, like me.
(Pause.)
.
,
One day you’ll say to yourself, I’m tired, I’ll sit down, and
you’ll go and sit down. Then you’ll say, I’m hungry, I’ll get up
and get something to eat. But you won’t get up. You 11 say, I
shouldn’t have sat down, but since I have I’ll sit on a little
longer, then I’ll get up and get something to eat. But you
won’t get up and you won’t get anything to eat.
(Pause.)
You’ll look at the wall a while, then you’ll say, 1 11 close my
eyes, perhaps have a little sleep, after that I’ll feel better, and
you’ll close them. And when you open them again there’ll be
no wall any more.
Infinite emptiness will be all around you, all the resurrected
dead of all the ages wouldn’t fill it, and there you’ll be like a
little bit of grit in the middle of the steppe.
Yes, one day you’ll know what it is, you’ll be like me, except
that you won’t have anyone with you, because you won’t have
had pity on anyone and because there won’t be anyone left
to have pity on.
(Pause.)
CLOV:
It’s not certain.
(Pause.)
And there’s one thing you forget.
(Pause.)
(Pause.)
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HAMM:
Ah?
CLOV:
I can’t sit down.
HAMM (impatiently):
Well you’ll lie down then, what the hell! Or you’ll come to
a standstill, simply stop and stand still, the way you are now.
One day you’ll say, I’m tired. I’ll stop. What does the attitude
matter?
,
(Pause.)
CLOV:
So you all want me to leave you.
HAMM:
Naturally.
CLOV:
Then I’ll leave you.
HAMM:
You can’t leave us.
CLOV:
Then I won’t leave you.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Why don’t you finish us?
(Pause.)
I’ll tell you the combination of the cupboard if you promise to
finish me.
CLOV:
I couldn’t finish you.
HAMM:
Then you won’t finish me.
(Pause.)
CLOV:
I’ll leave you, I have things to do
'.
HAMM:
Do you remember when you came here?
CLOV:
No. Too small, you told me.
HAMM:
Do you remember your father.
You’ve asked me these questions millions of times.
HAMM:
I love the old questions.
(With fervour.)
Ah the old questions, the old answers, there’s nothing like
them!
(Pause.)
It was I was a father to you.
CLOV:
Yes.
(He looks at Hamm fixedly.)
You were that to me.
HAMM:
My house a home for you.
CLOV:
Yes.
(He looks about him.)
This was that for me.
HAMM (proudly):
But for me,
(gesture towards himself
)
no father. But for Hamm,
(gesture towards surroundings)
no home.
(Pause.)
CLOV:
I’ll leave you.
CLOV (wearily):
Same answer.
(Pause.)
/
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HAMM:
Did you ever think of one thing?
CLOV:
Never.
HAMM:
That here we’re down in a hole.
(Pause.)
But beyond the hills? Eh? Perhaps it’s still green. Eh?
(Pause.)
Flora! Pomona!
(Ecstatically.)
Ceres!
(Pause.)
Perhaps you won’t need to go very far.
CLOV:
I can’t go very far.
(Pause.)
I’ll leave you.
HAMM:
Is my dog ready?
CLOV:
He lacks a leg.
HAMM:
Is he silky?
CLOV:
He’s a kind of Pomeranian.
HAMM:
Go and get him.
CLOV:
He lacks a leg.
HAMM:
Go and get him!
(SsiuQexJ
We’re getting on.
(Enter Clov holding by one ofjts three legs a black toy dog.)
J* -
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CLOV:
Your dogs are here.
(He hands the dog to Hamm who feels it, fondles it.)
HAMM:
He’s white, isn’t he?
CLOV:
Nearly.
HAMM:
What do you mean, nearly? Is he white or isn’t he?
CLOV:
He isn’t.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
You’ve forgotten the sex.
CLOV (vexed):
But he isn’t finished. The sex goes on at the end.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
You haven’t put on his ribbon.
CLOV (angrily):
But he isn’t finished, I tell you! First you finish your dog and
then you put on his ribbon!
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Can he stand?
CLOV:
I don’t know.
HAMM:
Try.
(He hands the dog to Clov who places it on the ground.)
Well?
CLOV:
Wait!
(He squats down and tries to get the dog to stand on its three legs,
fails, lets it go. The dog falls on its side.)
,
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HAMM (impatiently):
Well?
CLOV:
He’s standing.
HAMM (groping for the dog):
Where? Where is he?
(Clov holds up the dog in a standing position.)
CLOV:
There.
(He takes Hamm’s hand and guides it towards the dog’s head.)
HAMM (his hand on the dog’s head):
Is he gazing at me?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM (proudly):
As if he were asking me to take him for a walk?
CLOV:
If you like.
HAMM (as before):
Or as if he were begging me for a bone.
(He withdraws his hand.)
Leave him like that, standing there imploring me.
(Clov straightens up. The dog falls on its side.)
CLOV:
I’ll leave you.
HAMM:
Have you had your visions?
CLOV:
Less.
HAMM:
Is Mother Pegg’s light on?
CLOV:
Light! How could anyone’s light be on?
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HAMM:
Extinguished!
CLOV:
Naturally it’s extinguished. If it’s not on it’s extinguished.
HAMM:
No, I mean Mother Pegg.
CLOV:
But naturally she’s extinguished!
(Pause.)
What’s the matter with you today?
HAMM:
I’m taking my course.
(Pause.)
Is she buried?
CLOV:
Buried! Who would have buried her?
HAMM:
You.
CLOV:
Me! Haven’t I enough to do without burying people?
HAMM:
But you’ll bury me.
CLOV:
No I won’t bury you.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
She was bonny once, like a flower of the field.
(With reminiscent leer.)
And a great one for the men!
CLOV:
We too were bonny—once. It’s a rare thing not to have been
bonny—once.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Go and get the gaff.
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(Clov goes lf> dMbMtS')
CLOV:
Do this, do that, and I do it. I never refuse. Why?
HAMM:
You’re not able to.
CLOV:
Soon I won’t do it any more.
HAMM:
You won’t be able to any more.
(MCjov.J
Ah the'crea tures , the creatures, everything has to be explained
to them. '
CLOV:
Here’s your gaff. Stick it up.
(He gives the gaff to Hamm who, wielding it like a puntpole, tries to
move his chair.)
HAMM:
Did I move?
CLOV:
No.
(Hamm throws down the gaff.)
HAMM:
Go and get the oilcan.
CLOV:
What for?
HAMM:
To oil the castors.
CLOV:
I oiled them yesterday.
.jHAMM:
Yesterday! What does that mean? Yesterday!
CLOV (violently):
That means that bloody awful day, long ago, before this bloody
43
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awful day. I use the words you taught me. If they don’t mean
anything any more, teach me others. Or let me be silent.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
I once knew a madman who thought the end of the world
had come. He was a painter—and engraver. I had a great
fondness for him. I used to go and see him, in the asylum.
I’d take him by the hand and drag him to the window. Look!
There! All that rising corn! And there! Look! The sails of
the herring fleet! All that loveliness!
(Pause.)
He’d snatch away his hand and go back into his corner. Ap-
palled. All he had seen was ashes.
(Pause.)
He alone had been spared.
(Pause.)
Forgotten.
(Pause.)
It appears the case is . . . was not so ... so unusual.
CLOV:
A madman? When was that?
HAMM:
Oh way back, way back, you weren’t in the land of the living.
CLOV:
God be with the days!
(Pause. Hamm raises his toque.)
HAMM:
I had a great fondness for him.
(Pause. He puts on his toque again.)
He was a painter—and engraver.
CLOV:
m.
There are so many terrible things.
HAMM:
No, no, there are not so many now.
I
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(Pause.)
Clov!
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Do you not think this has gone on long enough?
CLOV:
Yes!
(Pause.)
What?
HAMM:
This . . . this . . . thing. L tL*.
CLOV:
I’ve always thought so.
(Pause.)
You not?
HAMM (gloomily): \
Then it’s a day like any other day.
CLOV:
As long as it lasts.
(Pause.)
All life long the same inanities.
HAMM:
I can’t leave you.
CLOV:
I know. And you can’t follow me.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
If you leave me how shall I know?
CLOV (briskly):
Well you simply whistle me and if I don’t come running it
means I’ve left you.
(Pause.)
HAMM: , {
You won’t come and kiss me goodbye?
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CLOV:
Oh I shouldn’t think so.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
But you might be merely dead in your kitchen.
CLOV:
The result would be the same.
HAMM:
Yes, but how would I know, if you were merely dead in your
kitchen?
CLOV:
Well . . . sooner or later I’d start to stink.
The whole universe.
HAMM (angrily):
To hell with the universe.
(Pause.)
Think of something.
CLOV:
What?
HAMM:
An idea, have an idea.
(Angrily.)
A bright idea!
CLOV:
Ah good.
(He starts pacing to and fro, his eyes fixed on the ground, his hands
behind his back._ He halts.)
The pains in my legsTlt’s unbelievable! Soon I won’t be able
to think any more.
HAMM:
You won’t be able to leave me.
You stink already. The whole place stinks of corpses
CLOV:
HAMM:
'V
(Clov resumes his pacing.)
What are you doing?
CLOV:
Having an idea.
(He paces.)
Ah!
(He halts.)
HAMM:
What a brain!
(Pause.)
WeU?
o- n
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CLOV:
Wait! ...
(He meditates. Not very convinced.)
Yes . . .
(Pause. More convinced.)
Yes!
(He raises his head.)
I have it! I set the alarm.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
This is perhaps not one of my bright days, but frankly
—
CLOV:
You whistle me. I don’t come. The alarm rings. I’m gone. It
doesn’t ring. I’m dead.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Is it working?
(Pause. Impatiently.)
The alarm, is it working?
CLOV:
Why wouldn’t it be working?
HAMM:
Because it’s worked too much.
CLOV:
But it’s hardly worked at all.
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HAMM (angrily):
Then because it’s worked too little!
CLOV:
I’ll go and see.
(Exit Clov. Brief ring of alarm of). Enter Clov with alarm-clock. He
holds it against Hamm's ear and releases alarm. They listen to it ring-
ing to the end. Pause.)
Fit to wake the dead! Did you hear it?
HAMM:
Vaguely.
CLOV:
The end is terrific!
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HAMM:
I prefer the middle.
(Pause.)
Is it not time for my pain-killer?
CLOV:
No!
(He goes to door, turns-)
I’ll leave you.
HAMM:
It’s time for my story. Do you want to listen to my story.
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
Ask my father if he wants to listen to my story.
(Clov goesJa bins* raises the lid of Nagg's, stoops, looks into it. Pause.
He. straighte.ns.MP)
CLOV:
He’s asleep.
HAMM:
Wake him.
(Clov stoops, wakes Nagg with the alarm.
?)
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CLOV:
He doesn’t want to listen to your story.
HAMM:
I’ll give him a bon-bon.
(Clov stoops. As before.)
CLOV:
He wants a sugar-plum.
HAMM:
He’ll get a sugar-plum.
(Clov stoops. As before.)
CLOV:
It’s a deal.
(He eoes towards door. Naee’s hands appear, gripping- the rim. Then
the head emerges. Clov reaches door, turns. )
Do you believe In the lire to come?
HAMM:
Mine was always that.
NAGG:
I’m listening.
HAMM:
Scoundrel! Why did you engender me?
NAGG:
I didn’t know.
(Pause.)
You’ll give me a sugar-plum?
HAMM:
After the audition.
NAGG:
You swear?
(Exit Clov .)
Got him that time!
What? What didn’t you know?
NAGG:
HAMM:
That it’d be you. - ^

HAMM:
Yes.
NAGG:
On what?
HAMM:
My honor. /a, *_
(Pause. They laugh heartily.)
\
NAGG:
Two.
HAMM:
One.
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NAGG: v “ )
One for me and one for
—
HAMM:
(.
I Li-
onel Silence! •'
(Pause.)
Where was I?
(Pause. Gloomily.)
It’s finished, we’re finished.
(Pause.)
Nearly finished.
(Pause.)
There’ll be no more speech.
(Pause.)
Something dripping in my head, ever since the fontanelles.
(Stifled hilarity of Nagg.)
(l4, ~^ A
Splash, splash, always on the same spot.
(Pause.)
Perhaps it’s a little vein.
(Pause.)
A little artery.
(Pause. More animated.)
Enough of that, it’s story time, where was I?
(Pause. Narrative tone.)
I T |U
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The man came crawling towards me, on his belly. Pale, won-
derfully pale and thin, he seemed on the point of
—
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(Pause. Normal tone.)
No, I’ve done that bit.
(Pause. Narrative tone.)
I calmly filled my pipe—the meerschaum, lit it with ... let
us say a vesta, drew a few puffs. Aah!
(Pause.)
Well, what is it you want?
(Pause.)
It was an extra-ordinarily bitter day, I remember, zero by the
thermometer. But considering it was Christmas Eve there was
nothing . . . extra-ordinary about that. Seasonable weather,
for once in a way.
(Pause.)
Well, what ill wind blows you my way? He raised his face to
me, black with mingled dirt and tears.
(Pause. Normal tone.)
That should do it.
(Narrative tone.)
No no, don’t look at me, don’t look at me. He dropped his
eyes and mumbled something, apologies I presume.
(Pause.)
I’m a busy man, you know, the final touches, before the fes-
tivities, you know what it is.
(Pause. Forcibly.)
Come on now, what is the object of this invasion?
(Pause.)
It was a glorious bright day, I remember, fifty by the helio-
meter, but already the sun was sinking down into the . . . down
among the dead.
(Normal tone.)
Nicely put, that.
(Narrative tone.)
Come on now, come on, present your petition and let me
resume my labors.
(Pause. Normal tone.)
There’s English for you. Ah well . .
(Narrative tone.)
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It was then he took the plunge. It’s my little one, he said.
Tsstss, a little one, that’s bad. My little boy, he said, as if the
sex mattered. Where did he come from? He named the hole.
A good half-day, on horse. What are you insinuating? That
the place is still inhabited? No no, not a soul, except himself
and the child—assuming he existed. Good. I enquired about
the situation at Kov, beyond the gulf. Not a sinner. Good. And
you expect me to believe you have left your little one back
there, all alone, and alive into the bargain? Come now!
(Pause.)
It was a howling wild day, I remember, a hundred by the
anenometer. The wind was tearing up the dead pines and
sweeping them . . . away. I
(Pause. Normal tone.)
A bit feeble, that.
(Narrative tone.)
Come on, man, speak up, what is you want from me, I have to
put up my holly.
(Pause.)
Well to make it short it finally transpired that what he wanted
from me was . . . bread for his brat? Bread? But I have no
bread, it doesn’t agree with me. Good. Then perhaps a little
corn? _ L a ^ l
(Pause. Normal tone.)
That should do it.
(Narrative tone.) •
Corn, yes, I have corn, it’s true, in my granaries. But use your
head. I give you some corn, a pound, a pound and a half, you
bring it back to your child and you make him—if he’s still
alive—a nice pot of porridge,
(Nagg reacts
)
a nice pot and a half of porridge, full of nourishment. Good.
The colors come back into his little cheeks
—
perhaps. And
then? /
(Pause.)
I lost patience.
•X
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(Violently.)
Use your head, can’t you, use your head, you’re on earth,
there’s no cure for that!
(Pause.)
It was an exceedingly dry day, I remember, zero by the hygro-
meter. Ideal weather, for my lumbago.
(Pause. Violently.)
But what in God’s name do you imagine? That the earth will
awake in spring? That the rivers and seas will run with fish
again? That there’s manna in heaven still for imbeciles like
you?
(Pause.)
Gradually I cooled down, sufficiently at least to ask him
how long he had taken on the way. Three whole days.
Good. In what condition he had left the child. Deep in sleep.
(Forcibly.)
But deep in what sleep, deep in what sleep already?
(Pause.)
Well to make it short I finally offered to take him into my
service. He had touched a chord. And then I imagined already
that I wasn’t much longer for this world.
(He laughs. Pause.)
Well?
(Pause.)
Well? Here if you were careful you might die a nice natural
death, in peace and comfort.
(Pause.)
Weff?
(Pause.)
In the end he asked me would I consent to take in the child
as well—if he were still alive.
(Pause.)
It was the moment I was waiting for.
(Pause.)
Would I consent to take in the child . . .
(Pause.)
I can see him still, down on his knees, his hands flat on the
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ground, glaring at me with his mad eyes, in defiance of my
wishes.
(Pause. Normal tone.)
I’ll soon have finished with this story.
(Pause.)
Unless I bring in other characters.
(Pause.)
o’ But where would I find them?
(Pause.)
Where would I look for them?
(Pause. He whistles. Enter Cfp v.)
ii
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Let us pray to God.
NAGG:
Me sugar-plum!
CLOV:
There’s a rat in the kitchen!
HAMM:
A rat! Are there still rats?
CLOV:
In the kitchen there’s one.
)
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HAMM:
And you haven’t exterminated him?
CLOV:
Half. You disturbed us.
HAMM:
He can’t get away?
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
You’ll finish him later. Let us pray to God.
CLOV:
Again!
NAGG:
Me sugar-plum!
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HAMM:
God first!
(Pause.)
Are you right? c
CLOV (resigned):
Off we go.
HAMM (to Nagg):
And you?
NAGG (clasping his hands, closing his eyes, in a gabble):
Our Father which art
—
HAMM:
Silence! In silence! Where are your manners?
(Pause.)
Off we go.
(Attitudes of prayer. Silence. Abandoning his attitude, discouraged.)
Well?
CLOV (abandoning his attitude):
What a hope! And you?
HAMM:
Sweet damn all!
(To Nagg.)
And you?
NAGG:
,
Wait!
(Pause. Abandoning his attitude.)
Nothing doing!
HAMM:
The bastard! He doesn’t exist!
NAGG:
Me sugar-plum!
HAMM:
There are no more sugar-plums!
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(Pause.)
NAGG:
It’s natural. After all 1 m your father. It’s true if it hadn’t been
me it would have been someone else. But that’s no excuse.
(Pause.) t - -
Turkish Delight, for example, which no longer exists, we all
know that, there is nothing in the world I love more. And one
day I’ll ask you for some, in return for a kindness, and you’ll
promise it to me. One must live with the times.
(Pause.)
Whom did you call when you were a tiny boy, and were
frightened, in the dark? Your mother? No. Me. We let you
cry. Then we moved you out of earshot, so that we might sleep
in peace.
(Pause.)
I was asleep, as happy as a king, and you woke me up to have
me listen to you. It wasn’t indispensable, you didn’t really
need to have me listen to you.
(Pause.)
I hope the day will come when you’ll really need to have me
listen to you, and need to hear my voice, any voice.
(Pause.)
Yes, I hope I’ll live till then, to hear you calling me like when
you were a tiny boy, and were frightened, in the dark, and
I was your only hope.
(Pause. Nagg knocks on lid of Nell’s bin. Pause.)
Nell!
(Pause. He knocks louder. Pause. Louder.)
Nell!
(Pause. Nagg sinks back into his bin, closes the lid behind him. Pause.)
HAMM:
Our revels now are ended.
(He gropes for the dog.)
The dog’s gone.
CLOV:
He’s not a real dog, he can’t go.
'
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HAMM (groping):
He’s not there.
He’s lain down.
HAMM:
CLOV:
Give him up to me.
(Cloy picks up the clog and gives it to Hamm. Hamm holds it in his
arms. PauseCHamm mrowfawaythe dog.)
"
Dirty brute!
(Clov begins to pick up the objects lying on the ground.)
What are you doing?
Putting things in order.
(He straightens up. Fervently.)
I’m going to clear everything away!
(He starts picking up again.)
HAMM:
Order!
CLOV (straightening up):
I love order. It’s my dream. A world where all would be silent
and still and each thing in its last place, under the last dust.
(He starts picking up again.)
HAMM (exasperated):
What in God’s name do you think you are doing?
CLOV (straightening up):
I’m doing my best to create a little order.
HAMM:
Drop it!
(Clov drops the objects he has picked up.)
CLOV:
After all, there or elsewhere.
(He goes towards door.)
CLOV:
HAMM (irritably):
What’s wrong with your feet?
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CLOV:
My feet?
HAMM:
Tramp! Tramp!
CLOV:
I must have put on my boots.
HAMM:
Your slippers were hurting you?
(Pause.)
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CLOV:
I’ll leave you.
HAMM:
No!
CLOV:
What is there to keep me here?
HAMM:
The dialogue.
(Pause.)
I’ve got on with my story.
(Pause.)
I’ve got on with it well.
(Pause. Irritably.)
Ask me where I’ve got to.
CLOV:
Oh, by the way, your story?
HAMM (surprised):
What story?
CLOV:
The one you’ve been telling yourself all your days.
HAMM:
Ah you mean my chronicle?
CLOV:
That’s the one.
(Pause.)
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HAMM (angrily):
Keep going, can’t you, keep going!
CLOV:
You’ve got on with it, I hope.
HAMM (modestly):
Oh not very far, not very far.
(He sighs.)
There are days like that, one isn’t inspired.
(Pause.)
Nothing you can do about it, just wait for it to come.
(Pause.)
No forcing, no forcing, it’s fatal.
(Pause.)
I’ve got on with it a little all the same.
(Pause.)
Technique, you know.
(Pause. Irritably.)
I say I’ve got on with it a little all the same.
CLOV (admiringly):
Well I never! In spite of everything you were able to get
on with it!
HAMM (modestly):
Oh not very far, you know, not very far, but nevertheless,
better than nothing.
CLOV:
Better than nothing! Is it possible?
HAMM:
I’ll tell you how it goes. He comes crawling on his belly
—
CLOV:
Who?
HAMM:
What?
CLOV:
Who do you mean, he?
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HAMM:
Who do I mean! Yet another.
CLOV:
Ah him! I wasn’t sure.
HAMM:
Crawling on his belly, whining for bread for his brat. He’s
offered a job as gardener. Before
—
(Clov bursts out laughing.)
What is there so funny about that?
CLOV:
A job as gardener!
HAMM:
Is that what tickles you?
CLOV:
It must be that.
HAMM:
It wouldn’t be the bread?
CLOV:
Or the brat.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
The whole thing is comical, I grant you that. What about
having a good guffaw the two of us together?
CLOV (after reflection):
I couldn’t guffaw again today.
HAMM (after reflection):
Nor I.
(Pause.)
I continue then. Before accepting with gratitude he asks if he
may have his little boy with him.
CLOV:
What age?
HAMM:
Oh tiny.
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CLOV:
He would have climbed the trees.
HAMM:
All the little odd jobs.
CLOV:
And then he would have grown up.
HAMM:
Very likely.
(Pause.)
g. i CLOV
:
Keep going, can’t you, keep going!
HAMM:
That’s all. I stopped there.
(Pause.)
CLOV:
Do you see how it goes on.
HAMM: ' • -
More or less.
CLOV:
Will it not soon be the end?
HAMM:
I’m afraid it will.
CLOV:
Pah! You’ll make up another.
HAMM:
I don’t know.
(Pause.)
I feel rather drained.
The prolonged creative effort.
If I could drag myself down to the sea! I’d make a pillow of
sand for my head and the tide would come.
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CLOV:
There’s no more tide.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Go and see is she dead.
(Clov goes to bins, raises the lid of Nell’s, stoops, looks into it. Pause.)
CLOV:
Looks like it.
(He closes the lid, straightens up. Hamm raises his toque. Pause. He
puts it on again.)
HAMM (with his hand to his toque):
And Nagg?
(Clov raises lid of Nagg’s bin, stoops, looks into it. Pause.)
CLOV:
Doesn’t look like it.
(He closes the lid, straightens up.)
HAMM (letting go his toque):
What’s he doing?
(Clov raises lid of Nagg’s bin, stoops, looks into it. Pause.)
CLOV:
He’s crying.
(He closes lid, straightens up.)
HAMM:
Then he’s living.
(Pause.)
Did you ever have an instant of happiness?
CLOV:
Not to my knowledge.
(Pause.)
J Ar-h
HAMM:
Bring me under the window.
(Clov goes towards chair.)
I want to feel the light on my face.
(Clov pushes chair.)
Do you remember, in the beginning, when you took me for
ZJ
.
a turn? You used to hold the chair too high. At every step
you nearly tipped me out.
(With senile quaver
.)
Ah great fun, we had, the two of us, great fun.
(Gloomily.)
And then we got into the way of it.
(Clov stops the chair under window right.)
There already?
(Pause. He tilts back his head.)
Is it light?
CLOV:
It isn’t dark.
HAMM (angrily):
I’m asking you is it light.
CLOV:
Yes.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
The curtain isn’t closed?
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
What window is it?
CLOV:
The earth.
HAMM:
I knew it!
(Angrily.)
But there’s no light there! The other!
(Clov pushes chair towards window left.)
The earth!
Clov stops the chair under window left. Hamm tilts back his head.)
That’s what I call light!
(Pause.)
Feels like a ray of sunshine.
'.
(Pause.)
No?
j0
CLOW:
No.
HAMM:
It isn’t a ray of sunshine I feel on my face?
CLOV:
No.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Am I very white?
(Pause. Angrily.)
I’m asking you am I very white!
CLOV:
Not more so than usual.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Open the window.
CLOV:
What for?
HAMM:
I want to hear the sea.
CLOV:
You wouldn’t hear it.
HAMM:
Even if you opened the window?
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
Then it’s not worth while opening it?
CLOV:
No.

HAMM (violently):
Then open it!
(Clov sets up on the ladder , opens the window. Pause.)
Have you opened it?
CLOV:
Yes.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
You swear you’ve opened it?
CLOV:
Yes.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Well. . . !
(Pause.)
It must be very calm.
(Pause. Violently.)
I’m asking you is it very calm!
CLOV:
Yes.
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HAMM:
It’s because there are no more navigators.
(Pause.)
You haven’t much conversation all of a sudden. Do you not
feel well?
L
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CLOV:
I’m cold.
HAMM:
What month are we?
(Pause.)
Close the window, we’re going back.
(Clov closes the window, gets down, pushes the chair back to its place,
remains standing behind it, head bowed.)
-j Don’t stay there, you give me the shivers!
(Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)

Father!
(Pause. Louder.)
Father!
(Pause.)
Go and see did he hear me.
(Clov goes to Nagg’s bin, raises the lid, stoops. Uninitelligible words.
Clov straightens up^f
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Both times?
(Clov stoops. As before.)
CLOV:
Once only.
HAMM:
The first time or the second?
(Clov stoops. As before.)
CLOV:
He doesn’t know.
HAMM:
It must have been the second.
CLOV:
We’ll never know.
(He closes lid.)
HAMM:
Is he still crying?
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
The dead go fast.
(Pause.)
What’s he doing?
CLOV:
Sucking his biscuit.
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tHAMM:
Life goes on.
(Clov returns to his place beside the chair.)
Give me a rug, I’m freezing.
CLOV:
There are no more rugs.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Kiss me.
(Pause.)
Will you not kiss me?
CLOV:
No.
HAMM:
On the forehead.
CLOV:
I won’t kiss you anywhere.
(Pause.)
HAMM (holding out his hand):
Give me your hand at least.
(Pause.)
Will you not give me your hand?
CLOV:
I won’t touch you.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Give me the dog.
(Clov looks round for the dog.)
No!
CLOV:
Do you not want your dog?
HAMM:
No.
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CLOV:
Then I’ll leave you.
HAMM (head bowed, absently)'.
That’s right.
(Clov goes to door, turns.)
CLOV:
If I don’t kill that rat he’ll die.
HAMM (as before):
That’s right.
(Exit Clov. Pause.)
hIe”to~play.
(He takes out his handkerchief, unfolds it,
him.)
We’re getting on.
(Pause.)
You weep, and weep, for nothing, so as not to laugh, and little
by little . .
.
you begin to grieve.
(He folds the handkerchief, puts it back in his pocket, raises his head.)
All those I might have helped.
(Pause.)
Helped!
(Pause.)
Saved.
(Pause.)
Saved!
(Pause.)
The place was crawling with them!
(Pause. Violently.)
Use your head, can’t you, use your head, you’re on earth,
there’s no cure for that!
(Pause.)
Get out of here and love one another! Lick your neighbor as
yourself!
(Pause. Calmer.)
When it wasn’t bread they wanted it was crumpets.
(Pause. Violently.)
V
holds it spread out before
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Out of my sight and back to your petting parties!
(Pause.)
All that, all that!
(Pause.)
Not even a real dog!
(Calmer.)
^
The end is in the beginning and yet you go on.
(Pause.)
Perhaps I could go on with my story, end it and begin another.
(Pause.)
Perhaps I could throw myself out on the floor.
(He pushes himself painfully of) his his seat, falls back again.)
Dig my nails into the cracks and drag myself forward with
my fingers.
(Pause.)
It will be the end and there I’ll be, wondering what can have
brought it on and wondering what can have . . .
(he hesitates)
. . . why it was so long coming.
(Pause.)
There I’ll be, in the old shelter, alone against the silence
and . . .
(he hesitates)
. . . the stillness. If I can hold my peace, and sit quiet, it will
be all over with sound, and motion, all over and done with.
(Pause.)
I’ll have called my father and I’ll have called my . . .
(he hesitates)
. . . my son. And even twice, or three times, in case they
shouldn’t have heard me, the first time, or the second.
(Pause.)
I’ll say to myself, He’ll come back.
(Pause.)
And then?
(Pause.)
And then?
(Pause.)
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He couldn’t, he has gone too far.
(Pause.)
And then?
(Pause. Very agitated.)
All kinds of fantasies! That I’m being watched! A rat! Steps!
Breath held and then . . .
(He breathes out.)
Then babble, babble, words, like the solitary child who turns
himself into children, two, three, so as to be together, and
whisper together, in the dark.
(Pause.)
Moment upon moment, pattering down, like the millet grams
of . . .
(he hesitates)
. . .
that old Greek, and all life long you wait for that to mount
up to a life.
(Pause. He opens his mouth to continue, renounces.)
Ah let’s get it over!
(He whistles. Enter Clov with alarm-clock. He halts beside the chair.)
What? Neither gone nor dead?
CLOV:
In spirit only.
HAMM:
Which?
CLOV:
Both.
HAMM:
Gone from me you’d be dead.
CLOV:
And vice versa.
HAMM:
Outside of here it’s death!
(Pause.)
And the rat?
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CLOV:
He’s got away.
HAMM:
He can’t go far.
(Pause. Anxious.)
Eh?
CLOV:
He doesn’t need to go far.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Is it not time for my pain-killer?
CLOV:
Yes.
HAMM:
Ah! At last! Give it to me! Quick!
(Pause.)
CLOV:
There’s no more pain-killer.
(Pause.)
HAMM (appalled):
Good. . . !
(Pause.)
No more pain-killer!
CLOV:
No more pain-killer. You’ll never get any more pain-killer.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
But the little round box. It was full!
CLOV:
Yes. But now it’s empty.
(Pause. Clov starts to move about the room. He is looking for a place
to put down the "alarm-clOcK.)
HAMM (soft):
What’ll I do?
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(Pause. In a scream.)
What’ll I do?
(Clov sees the picture, takes it down, stands it on the floor with its
face to the wall, hangs up the alarm-clock in its place.)Qfsg
What are you doing?
CLOV:
Winding up.
HAMM:
Look at the earth.
CLOV:
Again!
HAMM:
Since it’s calling to you.
I \
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CLOV:
Is your throat sore?
(Pause.)
Would you like a lozenge?
(Pause.)
No.
(Pause.)
Pity.
(Clov goes, humming, towards window right, halts before it, looks up
at it.)
HAMM:
Don’t sing.
CLOV (turning towards Hamm):
One hasn’t the right to sing any more?
HAMM:
No.
CLOV:
Then how can it end?
HAMM:
You want it to end?
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CLOV:
I want to sing.
HAMM:
I can’t prevent you.
(Pause. Clov turns towards window righ t.)
CLOV:
What did I do with that steps?
(He looks around for ladder.)
You didn’t see that steps?
(He sees it.)
Ah, about time.
(He goes towards window left.)
Sometimes I wonder iFT’m in my right
over and I'm as lucid as before.
(He gets up on ladder, looks out of window.)
Christ, she’s under water!
(He looks.)
How can that be?
(He pokes forward his head, his hand above his eyes.)
It hasn’t rained.
(He wipes the pane, looks. Pause.)
Ah what a fool I am! I’m on the wrong side!
(He gets down, takes a few steps towards window right.)
Under water!
(He goes back for ladder.)
What a fool I am!
(He carries ladder towards window right.)
Sometimes 1 wondeTTFTm in my right senses. Then it passes
off and I’m as intelligent as ever.
(He sets down ladder under window right, gets up on it. looks out of
window. He turns towards Hamm.)
Any particular sector you fancy? Or merely the whole thing?
HAMM:
Whole thing.
CLOV:
The general effect? Just a moment.
(He looks out of window. Pause.)
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HAMM:
Clov.
CLOV (absorbed):
Mmm.
HAMM:
Do you know what it is?
CLOV (as before):
Mmm.
HAMM:
I was never there.
(Pause.)
Clov!
CLOV (turning towards Hamm, exasperated):
What is it?
HAMM:
I was never there.
CLOV:
Lucky for you.
(He looks out of window.)
HAMM:
Absent, always. It all happened
what’s happened.
(Pause.)
Do you know what’s happened?
(Pause.)
Clov!
CLOV (turning towards Hamm, exasperated):
Do you want me to look at this muckheap, yes or no?
HAMM:
Answer me first.
CLOV:
What?
without me. I don’t know
(VL-ci u*
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HAMM:
Do you know what’s happened?
CLOV:
When? Where?
HAMM (violently):
When! What’s happened? Use your head, can’t you! What has
happened?
CLOV:
What for Christ’s sake does it matter?
(He looks out of window.)
HAMM:
I don’t know.
(Pause. Clov turns towards Hamm.)
CLOV (harshly):
When old Mother Pegg asked you for oil for her lamp and
you told her to get out to hell, you knew what was happening
then, no?
(Pause.)
You know what she died of, Mother Pegg? Of darkness.
HAMM (feebly):
I hadn’t any.
CLOV (as before):
Yes, you had.
(Pause.)
HAMM:
Have you the glass?
CLOV:
No, it’s clear enough as it is.
HAMM:
Go and get it.
(Pause. Clov casts up his eyes, brandishes his fists. He loses balance,
clutches on to the ladder. He starts to get down, halts.)
CLOV:
There’s one thing I’ll never understand.
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(He gets down.)
Why I always obey you. Can you explain that to me?
HAMM:
No. . . . Perhaps it’s compassion.
(Pause.)
A kind of great compassion.
(Pause.)
Oh you won’t find it easy, you won’t find it easy.
(Pause. Clov begins to move about the room in search of the telescope.)
CLOV:
I’m tired of our goings on, very tired.
(He searches.)
You’re not sitting on it?
(He moves the chair, looks at the place where it stood, resumes his
search)
HAMM (anguished):
Don’t leave me there!
(Angrily Clov restores the chair to its place.)
Am I right in the center?
CLOV:
You’d need a microscope to find this
—
(He sees the telescope.)
Ah, about time.
(He picks up the telescope, gets up on the ladder, turns the telescope
on the without.)
HAMM:
Give me the dog.
CLOV (looking)-.
Quiet!
HAMM (angrily)-.
Give me the dog!
(Clov drops the telescope, clasps his hands to his head. Pause. He gets
down precipitately, looks for the dog, sees it, picks it up, hastens to-
wards Hamm and strikes him violently on the head with the dog.)
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CLOV:
There’s your dog for you!
(The dog falls to the ground. Pause.)
HAMM:
He hit me!
CLOV:
You drive me mad, I’m mad!
HAMM:
If you must hit me, hit me with the axe.
(Pause.)
Or with the gaff, hit me with the gaff.
’
the gaff. Or with the axe.
(Clov picks up the dog and gives it to Hamm who takes it in his arms.)
CLOV (imploringly):
Let’s stop playing!
HAMM:
Never!
(Pause.)
Put me in my coffin.
G ci ^
with the dog. With
CLOV:
There are no more coffins.
JA*- -M'HAMM:Then let it end!
(Clov goes towards ladder.)
With a bang!
(Clov gets up on ladder, gets down again, looks for telescope, sees it,
picks it up, gets up ladder, raises telescope
.)
Of darkness! And me? Did anyone ever have pity on me?
CLOV (lowering the telescope, turning towards Hamm):
What?
(Pause.)
Is it me you’re referring to?
HAMM (angrily):
An aside, ape! Did you never hear an aside before?
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(Pause.)
I’m warming up for my last soliloquy.
CLOV:
I warn you. I’m going to look at this filth since it’s an order.
But it’s the last time.
(He turns the telescope on the without
.)
Let’s see.
(He moves the telescope
.)
Nothing . . . nothing . .
.
good . .
.
good . . .nothing . .
.
goo
—
(He starts, lowers the telescope, examines it, turns it again on the
without. Pause.)
Bad luck to it!
HAMM:
More complications!
(Clov gets down.)
Not an underplot, I trust.
(Clov moves ladder nearer window, gets up on it, turns telescope on
the without.)
CLOV (dismayed):
Looks like a small boy!
HAMM (sarcastic):
A small . . . boy!
CLOV:
I’ll go and see.
(He gets down, drops the telescope, goes towards door, turns.)
I’ll take the gaff.
(He looks for the gaff, sees it, picks it up, hastens towards door.)
HAMM:
No!
(Clov halts.)
CLOV:
No? A potential procreator?
HAMM:
If he exists he’ll die there or he’ll
'vi- v..
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(Pause.)
CLOV:
You don’t believe me? You think I’m inventing?
(Pause.)
HAMM:
It’s the end, Clov, we’ve come to the end. I don’t need you
any more.
(Pause.)
CLOV:
Lucky for you.
(He goes towards door.)
HAMM:
Leave me the gaff.
(Clov gives him the gaff, goes towards door, halts, looks at alarm-clock,
takes it down, looks round for a better place to put it, goes to bins,
puts it on lid of Nagg’s bin. Pause.)
CLOV:
I’ll leave you.
(He goes towards door.)
HAMM:
Before you go . . .
(Clov halts near door.)
. rTsay' something.
CLOV:
There is nothing to say.
HAMM:
A £ew words ... to ponder ... in my heart.
CLOV:
Your heart!
HAMM:
Yes .
(Pause. Forcibly.)
Yes!
(Pause.)
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With the rest, in the end, the shadows, the murmurs, all the
trouble, to end up with.
(Pause.)
Clov. ... He never spoke to me. Then, in the end, before he
went, without my having asked him, he spoke to me. He
said . . .
CLOV (despairingly):
Ah. . . !
HAMM:
Something . . . from your heart.
CLOV:
My heart!
HAMM:
A few words . . . from your heart.
(Pause.)
CLOV (fixed gaze, tonelessly, towards auditorium):
They said to me, That’s love, yes, yes, not a doubt, now you
see how
—
HAMM:
Articulate!
CLOV (as before):
How easy it is. They said to me, That’s friendship, yes, yes,
no question, you’ve found it. They said to me, Here’s the place,
stop, raise your head and look at all that beauty. That order!
They said to me, Come now, you’re not a brute beast, think
upon these things and you’ll see how all becomes clear. And
simple! They said to me, What skilled attention they get, all
these dying of their wounds.
HAMM:
Enough!
CLOV (as before):
I say to myself—sometimes, Clov, you must learn to suffer
better than that if you want them to weary of punishing you
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—one day. I say to myself—sometimes, Clov, you must be
there better than that if you want them to let you go—one day.
But I feel too old, and too far, to form new habits. Good, it’ll
never end, I’ll never go.
__________
(Pause.)
Then one day, suddenly, it ends, it changes, I don’t under-
stand, it dies, or it’s me, I don’t understand, that either. I ask
the words that remain—sleeping, waking, morning, evening.
They have nothing to say.
(Pause.)
I open the door of the cell and go. I am so bowed I only see
my feet, if I open my eyes, and between my legs a little trail
of black dust. I say to myself that the earth is extinguished,
though I never saw it lit.
(Pause.)
It’s easy going.
(Pause.)
When I fall I’ll weep for happiness.
(Pause. He goes towards door.)
HAMM:
Clov!
(Clov halts, without turning.)
Nothing.
(Clov moves on.)
Clov!
‘
(Clov halts, without turning.)
CLOV:
This is what we call making an exit.
HAMM:
I’m obliged to you, Clov. For your services.
CLOV (turning, sharply):
Ah pardon, it’s I am obliged to you.
HAMM:
It’s we are obliged to each other.
(Pause. CJov_goes towards door.)
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(Clov halts.)
AlastTavor.
(Exit Clov.)
(fover^me with the sheet.
(Long pause.)
No? Good.
(Pause.)
Me to play.
Old^ndgame lost of old, play and lose
and have done with
losing.
(Pause. More animated.)
Let me see.
(Pause.)
(He ytries to move the chair. “feS,
dreTdnl°
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He hls"h the “door and Hands there,
impassive and
rSSte»^BTE»?a-wsss. "" *• »* Hamm *"“
up>
Good.
(Pause.)
SeTlt -he gafl. makes to throw away the dog.
thinks better
of it.)
Take it easy.
(Pause.)
And now?
(Pause.)
Raise hat.
(He raises his toque.)
Peace to our . . . arses.
(Pause.)
And put on again.
(He puts on his toque.)
Deuce.
(Pause. He takes off his glasses.)
Wipe.
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(He takes out his handkerchief and, without unfolding it, wipes his
glasses.)
And put on again.
(He puts on his glasses, puts back the handkerchief in his pocket.)
We’re coming. A few more squirms like that and I’ll call.
(Pause.)
A little poetry.
(Pause.)
You prayed
—
(Pause. He corrects himself.)
You CRIED for night; it comes
—
(Pause. He corrects himself.)
It FALLS: now cry in darkness.
(He repeats, chanting.)
You cried for night; it falls: now cry in darkness.
(Pause.)
Nicely put, that.
(Pause.)
And now?
(Pause.)
Moments for nothing, now as always, time was never and time
is over, reckoning closed and story ended.
(Pause. Narrative tone.)
If he could have his child with him.
. . .
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(Pause.)
It was the moment I was waiting for.
(Pause.)
You don’t want to abandon him? You want him to bloom
while you are withering? Be there to solace your last million
last moments?
(Pause.)
He doesn’t realize, all he knows is hunger, and cold, and
death to crown it all. But you! You ought to know what the
earth is like, nowadays. Oh I put him before his responsi-
bilities!
(Pause. Normal tone.)
Well, there we are, there I am, that’s enough.
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(He raises the whistle to his lips, hesitates, drops it. Pause.)
Yes, truly!
(He whistles. Pause. Louder. Pause.)
Good.
(Pause.)
Father!
(Pause. Louder.)
Father!
(Pause.)
Good.
(Pause.)
We’re coming.
(Pause.)
And to end up with?
(Pause.)
Discard.
(He throws away the dog. He tears the whistle from his neck.)
With my compliments.
(He throws whistle towards auditorium. Pause. He sniffs. Soft.)
Clov!
(Long pause.)
No? Good.
(He takes out the handkerchief.)
Since that’s the way we’re playing it . . .
(he unfolds handkerchief)
. . .
let’s play it that way . . .
(he unfolds)
. . .
and speak no more about it . . .
(he finishes unfolding)
. . .
speak no more.
(He holds handkerchief spread out before him.)
Old stancher!
(Pause.)
You . . . remain.
(Pause. He covers his face with handkerchief, lowers his arms to
armrests, remains motionless.)
(Brief tableau.)
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